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PRESSURE AND HEAT-FLUX RESULTS FROM THE
SPACE SHUTTLE/EXTERNAL FUEL TANK INTERACTION
TEST AT MACH NUMBERS 16 AND 19 (FH10)
By
E. B. Brewer, NASA/MSFC
D. R. Haberman, ARO, Inc.
ABSTRACT
leat transfer rates and pressures were measured on a 0.0175-scale
model of the Space Shuttle External Tank (ET), model MCRO200. Tests
were conducted with the ET model separately and while mated with a
0.0175-scale model of the orbiter, model 21-OT (Grumman). The tests were
conducted in the AEDC-VKF Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel (F) at Mach numbers
16 and 19. The primary data consisted of the interaction heating rates
experienced by the ET while mated with the orbiter in the flight configu-
ration. Data were taken for a range of Reynolds numbers from 0.05 x 10
-16 -1f:t to 0.65 x 10 Et under laminar flow conditions.
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NOMENCLATURE
Symbol Definition
Ho, HO Test gas stagnation enthalpy, Btu/lbm
Hw Test gas enthalpy at model wall temperature (5400 R),
Btu/ibm
L, MODEL LENGTH Length of external tank model, blunt-ogive-cylinder, in.
M-INF, M, Free-stream Mach number
P, PRESSURE, p Measured pressure, psia
P-INF, p. Free-stream pressure, psia
PO, p Measured arc chamber pressure, psia
POP, Po Measured Pitot pressure, psia
Q, 4 Measured heat-transfer rate, Btu/ft 2-sec
Q-INF, q Free-stream dynamic pressure, psia
QO, Q-O, qo, Qo Stagnation heat-transfer rate to a 0.5-in.-radius
hemisphere, Btu/ft2 -sec
RHO-INF, p. Free-stream density, lbm/ft3
RE/FT, Re/ft Free-stream unit Reynolds number, ft-1
rn  Model blunt nose radius, 0.288 in.
s Surface distance along model from zero incidence
stagnation point, in.
ST-O Stanton number based on qo' qo/p. Uc(H 
- HW)
t, TIME Test, section time, msec
T-INF, T Free-stream temperature, deg R or deg K
TO, To  Stagnation temperature, deg R
T s  Theoretical saturation temperature of nitrogen, deg K
U-INF, U Free-stream velocity, ft/sec
X Longitudinal distance along model axis measured from




a, ALPHA Sector angle of attack, deg
~,s PHIs Sector angle of roll, deg
Gage location around ET model, deg
p' Roll orientation of ET model relative to 'the orbiter
model, deg (4' = 0 corresponds to the heat-transfer-
rate gages being directly beneath the orbiter.)
INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of the test was to obtain interaction heating
rates experienced by the Space Shuttle External Tank (ET) while mated
with the Space Shuttle orbiter over a wide range of Reynolds numbers
under laminar flow conditions. Tests were conducted both with and with-
out the orbiter model mated in order to isolate the interaction heating
effects. Both gage data and themographic phosphor paint data were taken
to determine the location of the orbiter bow shock impingement on the ET.
A lesser amount of pressure data was taken under the same conditions




The Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel (F) at the Arnold Engineering Develop-
ment Center, Fig. 1, is an arc-driven wind tunnel of the hotshot type
(Refs. 1 and 2) and capable of providing Mach numbers from about 7.5 to
6620 over a Reynolds number (per foot) range from 0.05 x 10 to 70 x 106
Test sections of 108 in. diameter (Mm = 10 to 17), Figs. 2 and 3, are
available using a 4-deg.half-angle conical nozzle. The range of Mach
numbers at a particular test station in the conical nozzle is obtained
by using various throat diameters. The M. = 8 contoured nozzle has a
25-in. exit diameter which connects to the 54-in. diameter test station
and provides a free-jet exhaust, as illustrated in Figure 2. The
test gas can be either air or nitrogen. The test gas is confined in
either a 1.0-cu. ft, a 2.5-cu-ft or a 4.0-cu-ft arc chamber where it is
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heated and compressed by an electric arc discharge. The increase in
pressure results in a diaphragm rupture with the subsequent flow ex-
pansion through the nozzle. Test times are typically from 50 to 200 msec.
Shadowgraph and Schlieren coverage are available at both test sections.
This test was conducted in the 108-in-diameter test section of the
conical nozzle for Mm = 16 and 19. Nitrogen was the test gas. The
2.5-ft 3 arc chamber was used, and useful test times up to approximately
40 and 60 msec were obtained for the M. = 16 and M, = 19 conditions,
respectively. Because of the relatively short test times, the model wall
temperature remained essentially invariant from the initial value of
approximately 540 0R. Figure 4 presents typical analog data traces and
the reduced digital data tunnel conditions for Mm = 16.
MODEL DESCRIPTION AND TUNNEL INSTALLATION
The model tested consisted of a 0.0175-scale stainless steel ET
and an orbiter model made of material G, Fig. 5. The orbiter model
tested was model 21-OT (Grumman Drawing SS-H-00550) and was fabricated
by Grumman Corporation, Bethpage, N.Y. The ET model was built along
the lines of MCRO200 (MSFC Drawing 80M51329) and was fabricated by
MSFC, Huntsville, Alabama.
All of the heat-transfer-rate instrumentation was located on one
side of the ET model, while all of the pressure instrumentation was
located at p= 180 deg on the opposite side. Due to the symmetry of the
ET model, it was possible to obtain both pressure and heat-transfer
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data with the same ET model by rolling it 180 deg.with respect to the
orbiter. Using this procedure, either the pressure or the heat-flux
gages could be located adjacent to the orbiter to obtain the type of
interaction data desired. The tunnels (three scaled fuel lines) could
be positioned on either side of the ET.
The ET model was mounted on tunnel centerline with the nose of the
tank located at station 763, Fig. 3. To test the mated configuration,
the orbiter model was mounted above the ET model by means of a secondary
sting secured to the main ET sting downstream from the test section.
Photographs showing tunnel installation are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. A
scaled nose tie-down used to position and secure the orbiter nose to the
ET was used on all mated tests except one (run 4647). All model instru-
mentation was located on the ET while the orbiter model served as a
shock generator. Besides the ET and the orbiter model, three scaled
fuel lines (tunnels) were located on the tank surface to closely simulat
the flight vehicle. These tunnels were removed on three runs to deter-
mine their effect on the heating rates.
After the first "tank only" run, run 4646, all runs except for the
last two were made with the models rolled 37.5 deg. This was necessary
to permit a good view of the area of interest during the phosphor paint
runs. Three cameras were used to take phosphor paint data. Two of thesi
(an 80- and a 150-mm Hasselblad camera) were mounted in the center top
45-deg. port, Fig. 3, and one (a 150-mm Hasselblad camera) was mounted
on a tripod beside the tunnel to obtain a side view through the
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Schlieren window. Ultraviolet light sources were placed in the 45-deg.
top,front,and aft ports. The phosphor paint data and procedure are
discussed in a later section. The last two runs (4655 and 4656) were
made with the model rolled back to s = 0 deg.to enable Schlieren
coverage (see figures 11 through 14).
DATA RETRIEVAL
The test section Pitot pressure, stagnation heat-transfer rate,
and arc chamber pressure were monitored to determine tunnel flow
conditions. The Pitot pressures were measured with 15-psid strain-gage
pressure transducers calibrated at the specific pressure level occurring
during each test condition. The stagnation heat-transfer rates were
inferred from measurements made on the cylindrical section (shoulder) of
a l-in.-diameter hemisphere-cylinder probe. Two such heat-transfer-rate
probes were used for this purpose, each probe instrumented with two
shoulder gages located on opposite sides of the probe. Two types of
gages were used for these shoulder measurements, a 10-mil-resistance
thermometer slug calorimeter and a coaxial surface thermocouple. Two
separate arc chamber reservoir pressures were measured using strain-gage
transducers, each having a full-scale calibrated range of 30,000 psia.
Fifty-five separate heat-transfer-rate measurements and 20 pressure
measurements were made on the ET surface, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Of
the fifty-five heat-transfer-rate gage locations, fifty-one were instru-
mented with 10-mil-resistance thermometer slug calorimeters (RTG) while
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the four forward locations (Qi, Q2, Q3, and Q5) were instrumented with
coaxial (co-ax) surface-thermocouple gages. The RTG is a calorimeter-
type device utilizing a platinum thin-film resistance thermometer as the
temperature sensor and thus is not a self-generating device. Therefore,
the transducer operates as the active leg in a Wheatstone bridge circuit.
Transducer calibrations performed in the laboratory are transferred to
test areas. The calibration procedures include the application of a
known and constant heat flux to the sensing surface of the transducer
and determining its time resolved output. A precision shunt resistance
technique is employed to transfer RTG calibrations from the laboratory
to the test areas.
The higher heat-transfer rates near the nose of the model were
measured with the coaxial surface-thermocouple gage because of its
higher measuring range, 3 to 300 Btu/ft2-sec. The co-ax gage is com-
prised of an electrically insulated chromel wire enclosed in a cylindri-
cal constantan jacket. A thin-film junction is made between the chromel
and constantan at the surface. In practical measurement applications,
the co-ax gage behaves as a homogeneous, one-dimensional, semi-infinite
solid. The instrument measurement provides an electromotive force
(E.M.F.) directly proportional to surface temperature which may be
related by theory to incident heat flux.
Nineteen of the model surface pressure measurements (excluding Pl)
were made using either a variable-reluctance pressure transducer with a
range of 0 to 0.1 psid or a strain-gage pressure transducer with a
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design range of 0.01 to 1 psid. For six of the eleven runs made, a
pressure transducer was mounted in the nose of the ET in place of the
stagnation heat transfer gage Ql. A strain-gage pressure transducer
with a design range of 0.2 to 30 psid was used for Pl.
A general description of Tunnel F instrumentation is given in Refs.
3 and 4.
The thermographic phosphor paint technique (Refs. 2 and 5) works on
the principle of phosphorescence,which is the emission of luminescent
light. The process is temperature-dependent. When the phosphor paint
is excited with long-wave ultraviolet light, it emits a yellow-green
light of a given brightness level. As the paint temperature increases,
the brightness of the emitted light decreases. Therefore, by measuring
the paint brightness, it is possible to obtain thermal contour distri-
butions of a model to which the paint is applied.
Phosphor paint contour distributions are used in conjunction with
heat gages to obtain thermal maps.
The paint data consist of a "tare" photograph taken prior to the
run at room temperature to record the initial paint brightness level.
Then at some desirable time in the run,another photograph is taken to
record the run brightness level. The photographs record paint brightness
in terms of film optical density; i.e., the brighter a region is on the
model, the denser, or darker, it will appear on the negative.
The phosphor paint data are reduced by reading the change in
optical density from tare to run, over the model surface, and converting
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this into a color photograph contour map. The color contours were then
related to model heat flux through the gage measurements of the heat-
transfer rates. The Data Color System 703-32, manufactured by Spatial
Data Systems, Goleta, California, was used to reduce the photographic
data. Basically, the Data Color System is a closed-circuit television
network consisting of a camera and a color monitor console. The camera
reads the film optical density (i.e., paint brightness). The continuous
camera signal is then broken into a preselected number of color steps
(32 maximum) and the results are displayed on the monitor. The monitor
is then photographed to record the color contour mapping of the model
heating distribution.
For this test, 8 color steps were used to depict the heating
distribution recorded by the 150-mm camera.
To establish the validity of the phosphor paint data to be taken,
pictures were taken on runs 4650 and 4651 with a high-temperature paint
(No. 3003). From these pictures it was determined that shock glow
would prevent getting any useful data at M.= 19, but useful data could
be obtained at the M = 16 condition. Of the two M = 16 runs which
followed (runs 4652 and 4653),paint (No. 1807) data were obtained on
the high Reynolds number run (4452). Figure 15 shows the paint test
results. The heating rates at the low Reynolds number condition were
too low for the sensitivity of the paint (No. 1807).
Since phosphor paint data were a secondary effort, the time in-
volved in preparing a model with paint prevented the acquisition of
paint data on more than one run.
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DATA ACCURACY
The determination of the free-stream and reservoir conditions is
based on the measured monitor values p', p0 , and o, according to the
0 0
method of Ref. 6. The uncertainties of po (average of two values),
Po (average of two values),and qo (average of four values) are + 4, + 5,
and + 5 percent, respectively. These uncertainties are based primarily
on calibration linearity and accuracy, system acquisition accuracy, and
uncertainties associated with testing under dynamic conditions and are
defined using the Taylor series method of error analysis. These un-
certainties are then propagated through the appropriate equations by the
Taylor series method of error propagation to yield the following un-






To  + 4.0
Ho + 5.0
q_ + 4.0
The uncertainties in the absolute values of model pressures and
heat-transfer rates are + 5 and + 9 percent, respectively, for normal






p/p' + 60 l
4/40 + 10
The data uncertainty in the color mappings from the thermographic
mapping technique is estimated as + 0.010 in 4/40 based on the q/qo
versus color plots. The uncertainty is undefined for q/qo values quoted
above 0.10 because of the extrapolation outside the calibrated range of
the colors.
RESULTS
Tabulated data for each run are listed in the Appendix. Each run
includes the model data taken on that run in two different forms; i.e.,
P, p/po, 4, and q/qo. Several different time points are listed for each
run to give the widest Reynolds number range possible for that run.
Flow conditions at the test section are listed for each time point. On
any one run the maximum number of model gages that could be recorded was
sixty. Since the total model pressure and heat-transfer instrumentation
exceeded this number, only sixty orfewer of the total model instrumen-
tation locations are included for any run. The orientation of the
pressure gages during any of the first nine runs should be noted. During
these runs, the pressure gages were located on the bottom of the tank
away from the orbiter and do not reflect the shock interaction effects.
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This also holds true for the heat-transfer data taken on the last two
runs when the heat-transfer gages were rolled to the bottom of the tank
with respect to the orbiter.
Due to the fact that the primary purpose of the test was to obtain
interaction heat-transfer data while the ET was mated with the orbiter,
Schlieren coverage was sacrificed on the first 9 runs (4646-4654) to
obtain an additional view through the side Schlieren window to obtain
thermographic phosphor paint data.
Schlieren stills for runs 4655 and 4656 are shown in figures 11
through 14. Thermographic phosphor paint data results are shown in
figure 15.
Figures 7 and 8 include X/L plots of the top row of gages for each
of the eleven runs. The first nine runs (4646 through 4654) were pri-
marily heat-transfer runs and are represented by q/qo vs. X/L plots in
Fig. 7. The last two runs (4655 and 4656) were pressure runs and are
represented by p/po vs. X/L plots in Fig. 8.
14
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FIGURE 9. ORBITER AND EXTERNAL TANK MATED - SIDE VIEW OF TUNNEL INSTALLATION
FIGURE 10. ORBITER AND EXTERNAL TANK MATED - 3/4 VIEW OF TUNNEL INSTALLATION
FIGURE 11. RUN 4655 (TARE)
FIGURE 12. RUN 4655 Schlieren at M, = 19, 0.070 x 106 < Re/ft < 0.079 x 106
FIGURE 13. RUN 4656 (TARE)
00
FIGURE 14. RUN 4656 at M = 16, 0.226 x 106 < Re/ft < 0.282 x 106
ir ro,, off f- COLOR > 1 4
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FIGURE 15. ENLARGED VIEW OF INTERACTION REGION ON EXTERNAL TANK
USING THERMOGRAPHIC PHOSPHOR PAINT
TABLE I. TEST CONDITIONS
Run Model Optical
No. Configuration M Re/ft x 10-6 Data a, deg 4s, deg ¢', deg
4646 ET only 19 0.1 None 0 0.0 0
No tunnels
4647 Mated 19 0.1 None 0 37.5 0
5No tunnels
- No tie down
4648 ET only 16 0.3 None 0 37.5 0
No tunnels
4649 ET only 19 0.1 None 0 37.5 0
With tunnels
4650 Mated 16 0.3 Paint Tare* 0 37.5 0
ZWith tunnels
With tie down
4651 19 0.1 Paint Tare* 0 37.5 0
4652 16 0.6 Paint Data 0 37.5 0
4653 16 0.3 None 0 37.5 0
4654 19 0.25 None 0 37.5 0
4655 19 0.1 Schlieren Stills 0 0.0 180
4656 16 0.3 Schlieren Stills 0 0.0 180
*A thermographic phosphor paint tare photograph was taken on these runs to determine the possibility of
obtaining paint data at these run conditions.
Run 4647 was the only mated run on which the tie down was not used.
TABLE II. GAGE LOCATION
B-B
NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES AND DEGREES
GAGE
Heat Pressure X (in.) X/L s(in.) s/rn #* (deg)
Qi P1 0 0 0 0 0
Q2 1.0 0.0306 1.3968 4.85 0Q3 2.0 0.0613 2.551 8.86
P4 3.0 0.0919 3.687 12.80
Q5 4.0 0.1226 4.750 16.49
P6 5.0 0.1532 5.850 20.31Q7 6.0 0.1838 6.821 23.68
Q8 P8 8.02 0.2456 8.887 30.86
Q9 9.02 0.2763 9.887 34.33
Q20 Pl0 10.02 0.3069 10.887 37.80
QIl 11.02 0.3375 11.887 41.27
Q12 P12 11.36 0.3481 12.227 42.45
Q13 P13 11.70 0.3586 12.567 43.64
Q14 P14 12.05 0.3691 12.917 44.85
Q15 P15 12.39 0.3797 13.257 46.03
Q16 P16 12.74 0.3902 13.607 47.25
Q17 P17 13.08 0.4007 13.947 48.43
Q18 P18 14.08 0.4314 14.947 51.90
Q19 P19 15.08 0.4620 15.947 55.37
Q20 P20 16.08 0.4926 16.947 58.84
Q21 P21 18.08 0.5539 18.947 65.79
Q22 P22 20.08 0.615 20.947 72.73
Q23 22.08 0.677 22.947 79.68
Q24 24.08 0.738 24.947 86.62
Q25 26.08 0.799 26.947 93.57
Q26 P26 28.08 0.860 28.947 100.51 0
Q28 11.19 0.343 12.057 41.86 7
Q29 11.53 0.353 12.697 43.05 7
42
TABLE II. GAGE LOCATION (Continued)
GAGE
Heat Pressure X (in.) X/L s(in.) s/rn * (deg)
Q30 11.88 0.364 12.747 44.26 7
Q31 12.22 0.374 13.087 45.44 7
Q32 12.56 0.385 13.427 46.62 7
Q33 12.91 0.395 13.777 47.84 7
Q34 10.33 0.317 11.197 38.88 
-43
Q35 10.67 0.327 11.537 40.06 
-43
Q36 11.02 0.338 11.887 41.27 
-43
Q37 11.36 0.348 12.227 42.45 
-36
Q38 11.36 0.348 12.227 42.45 
-26

























PI5A 12.56 0.3848 13.427 46.62 0
P16A 12.91 0.3956 13.777 47.84 0
P17A 13.25 0.406 14.117 49.02 0
*Pressure gages were located on the opposite side of the tank from the
heat-transfer-rate gages. On the pressure runs (Runs 4655 and 4656) the
tank was rolled 180 deg. putting the ET at P = 180 deg. On the heat-





t AEOC (AC, INC.) A-tCLr AFS, TE~I. 37389
..... .. VON KARAN GAS CYNAMICS FACILITY 
- - --
HYPERVELOCITY WINO TUNNEL F
-- NASA CRbITER/TA&K'HATI4F rTST VA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER DR,- -abEM-N
RUN 4646
_---TEST CCNClIIONS ------.. .. ........
ALPA . 0 .. -o ST-o BASED ON .500 INCH RADIUS.
LP Is= 0 MODEL LENGTM a 32.638
S. TTiE- P-lpf ... NO-iF T-TNF U-TNF -M-INF -Q-INF RL/FT P0 TO MO 00o- BTu/ ST-0 POP
)sFC PSJIA LT1/FT3_ UE R FT/SEC 
_PSA. 10-16. PSIA .DEGR OTu/LBM ' £12-SEC -P 
__-_--- IA
dqb .003o6 2.26E-P5 64.7 79A9 19.93 .156 ,120 3558 4534 l1-91E 03 33.41 .1598 .289
S0 100 .00009 2.25E-5 59.1 7753 20.23 .146 11-l 3482 4292 1.215E 03 29.85 .1582 .271
t= 104 . 03c12 2.44E- 5 ...... 5 .7. 7482.. 20.,29 .... 17 . 116 3443 .. 4023. 1.132E 03 - 2-7.62 .1515--- 274--- -- - --------
pt PQEShUPF DATA
- "PREP SSUOE C TA-c PSIA)----------- -----------. 0 7 ---------- -
-' T I -E P 6 - p 8 P 1 4 -0 P -l. ..... . . . . .
96 .0176 .0066 .0050_ _.--. 41 .. 3 9
100 .0195 ,061 ,004o °0037 .2939
- 104 .016 _.00W0 .0043 .0038 .2943
S PRESSUPE DATA (PPESSURE / OP)
TItWE p6 P P14 P20 Pl
96 ,ObC? .0227 .0171 .U141 1.0900
100 .0570 .0225 .0169 .0136 1,0840 - -------------
S" 10- .0570 .0219 .0158 .0140 1.0747
..... .. .. . .. ...RUN . ..646
- -- - - - -- - - - - RUN 464 .. ..
AEGC (AR0 INC.) A NCLC AFS, TENN. 37389
___VQN KARMAN.GAS.CYNAI'CS.FACILIL.Y
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNEL F
NASA OReITER/TAKK MEATING TEST VA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER D.R. HABERMAN
RUN 4646
.... HEAT-TRANSFER DATA -
1,EAT-TOANSFER PATE (eTu/FT2-SEC)
TI-E 
_9 OiO " Q1l._01_2..__ 013 __ 014 ____01 17.
96 
.5747 .4945 .4544 .3843 .3909 .4043 .3976 .3843 .3475
S100 .5127 .4456 ... 4017 .3523 -. 3527 .3612. .3433 .3463 - .3164
104 
.4751 .4171 .3895 ,3287 .3232 .3356 .3177 .3232 .2983
E 019 020 u? -- 22 023 . ?4 026 .. 029 - 030 031 032 033
96 .32098_ ,3007 27 2807_ .2606 .24 732.2041- 
-. 4010---*3341---.3742 -- 3675---.3642
100 .2911 .2753 *2306 .567 .2388 .2242 .2009 .3672 *2701 .3373 .3304 .3293
.104 -. 226 -. 2569 .2293 . ? .4 8.. .2347 -----. 2155 .1851 . . *3480 ---. * 2845- ...- .3149 -. 3121 - -- 3121--------------
TIoE G34 .035 6 17 03.9 .. 039 040 041 . 042 ... 043 -.... 044 ..- 045 ....- 046.........
96 .3341 .4377 .243 .4377 .4143 .3A76 .2473 .315A .3222 .3442 .3174 .3158 .3258100. .2533881 .3683 .3E86 -. 3672-...3403 -. 2179- 307--3062- 3135- .2866-- 28512----296
104 .2683 .3749 jh51 .13646 .3398 .3177 .1989 .3049 .2762 .2969 .2693 .2679 .2762
T
E  
. 7 4 4 4 50 051 05? 053 . 055 056 057- ....... ----------
96 .2840 
..2840 . 2673 - .2840 . .2506- 2506 .....2439 .- .2339.-- .2272 - .2416 ------------- ----------------------
100 .2611 .2611 *2418 .2617 .2235 ,2269 .2216 .2089 .2047 .2209
1 . 2348 2_ 72 _-.Z3A- ~- -72- .2141 -.2t-0a 299-. 1989- 192 -2?-
c.2
--------------- ----- --- ----- -------------- ---- -.... ..... ..... ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 . - RUN-4646 --------------
AECc (ARO, INC.) ANHCLC AFS, TENN. 37349
. . ... .. VOa KAHMAN GAS CYKAtICS FACILITY
HYPERVELnCIY OIN) TUNNEL F
NASa 0I1TER/TAKK HEATINC G TEST VA291-21FA JANUARY 1Q74 PROJECT ENGINEER U.R. 4ARER4AN
RUN 4646
HEAT-THANSFER DATA
PEAT TRANSFER CATA (0 / 00)
T. E 08 Q9 010 011 012 013 014 015 017
96 .0172 .014A .0136 .011c .0117 onl21 .0116 .0115 .0104
. 100 .0172 .0149 .0135 .0119 .0118 .0121 .0115 .0116 .0106104 
.0172 .0151 .0141 .0119 .0117 .0121 .0115 .0117 .0108
TTE .- 019 020 o - 422 023 024 026 U29 030 031 032 033
, 6 ___0c96 .0050 *00o3 _ 00084 oo7e 0074 .0061 .0120 .0100 *0112 --. 0110-- .0109-100 .0097 .0092 *00a7 .0086 .0090 °0075 .0067 o0123 .0090 .0113 .0111 .0110
1..... 4 _._0102 .0093 . *0083 .0090 . 0085 .0078 .0067 00126 o0103 .0114 o0113 *0113
T IVE 034 035 u36 '137 038 039 040 041 042 043 044 4745 046
96 .0100 .0131 .017 .03131 .0124 .0116 .0074 .0004 oo0096 .0103 .0095 .095 .0097100 .0099 .0130 .0123 .- )130 * 0123- .0114 .0073 .0103 .0103 .0105 .0096 .0095----.0099---104 .0097 .0136 .012 *0132 .0123 .0115 .0072 .0110 .0100 .0107 .0097 .0097 .0100
TIE 047 - Oe 49 :450 051 052 053 055 056 057
-96 _.0085 .0085 .oo000o oo0085 .0075 0n75 .0073 .0070 .0068 .0072 
--100 .0087 .0087 00PI .0088 .0075 .0676 .0074 .0070 .0069 .0074




• - RUN 4646
---- ------ . AEDC IARO* N1C.) AHNCLr AFS, TENN. 17389
-VON KAM4AN GAS CYKAPICS FACILITY.. - - -...
MYPEAVELOCIly WINDi) TUNNEL F
- N-- AiSA ITER/TAK-HEATLNG TEST vA291-Z1FA JANUARY1974 PHROJECT ENGINEER D.H. BABERMAN
--- -. RUN 4647
- TEST CCNCITIONS
ALOA 0 W-09 ST-0 BASED ON .500 INCh RAUIUS .
PHl$ =37.53 MODEL LENGTH = 32.638
.TTvE
- 
P-thF RHO-1Nr T-INF U-INF -M-INF -a-INF RE/FT PO TO HO 00- BTU/ ST-0 POP
PSECPSJ& L./FTEGJE.__FT/SEC - PSIA..7I06 P51A .EG R..blU/L8M -- E.12-SEC_----- -- PSI
78 .000796 1.97E-n5 104.4 9S91 IP.83 .195 .067 4183 6363 1.d63E 03 59.32 .. . -1818 - .364 ......................
..... 40 .036079 -1.74E-n5 10?.1 9A95 19.25 .176 .062 4257 64P8 1.902E 03 57.79 .1939 .328
98 .00C72. 1.67E-r5 105.3 9763 . 19.08 .171 . *0o0O. 4027 _ _6577. 1-929E 03 . 57.98 - .. .1 983 --320- 
-.
11. -000597 1.49E-i5 104.7 9607 19.22 .154 .054 3795 6635 1.947E 03 55.61 .2101 .288
126 .000517 1.46E-4S 139 s059 357&-6-14,7 1-793F 0- 47.R9 .210- ?_q
PRESSURE DATA
0 .--- PRESSUoE OATA (PSIA)
Ti E FE P26'0-- PiP2- -P
78 .233 -. 0079 *00oo7v .O58 .0042 .4402 ......
... 90 .,212 .0073 *0064 .0053 .0039 .4021
98 .0198 .0070 .0063 ... 00
5 2  
.0038 . .3900 -._
112 .01Po0 0062 .0056 .004
6  
.0034 .3476
126 .0 6__D5 .05 _.0041 .0029 -3047
PRESSURE OATA (PRESSURE / POP )  - ------------
TImE P6 P8 PlO P14 P20 Pl ------------------------------------------------------------------------
78 .. 640 .0217 .0191 .UI,60 .0116 1.2100
90 , 65__.0Z21_ -L9a 0 162.- 0119-.-.2243
go .06?1 .0218 .0196 .u16 4  .0120 1.2200
-.112 L -....- .021 ...0..5 . 0161 ..0117.. .20 2 - -
126 .0601 .0211 .0192 .0157 .0110 1.1750
- - - - - - - - - - - --- - -.-.-- --- - -.-- --
-- --. . . . . .
- --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .
------------- - - -
- - - --
--------.................... 
. .
4 RUN 4647 --
AEOC (AN;, 1:,C.) A t.Ct.r a FS .TENN. 17389
VON KARAN' GAS CYAMICS FACILITY
. --mYPERVELOCIT 1 * 1U TUNNEL F
NASA CR8I1TER/T4ANK MEATI . TEST vA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER O.R. hABERMAN
HUN 4&47
-EAT-TMANSFFQ DATA
IEAT-TRANSFER fATE {eTU/FT2-S C)
lTIE UQ _oq 010 01Q1 u12 -013 014 _.. 015 Q16. 
-
78 .9943 .12 ,PC-b ,7-1i .7215 .7534 .7E34 
,7533 .7533
G .)tii3 .9?36 .80-)5 .7395 .o935 .7455 .7802 .7542 .7513
.. 
1.0ll9 ,9;92 ,R077 .7343 .7093 .7622 .79P5 *7757 *7770
112 .9566 .8731 .7786 .706'3 
.0729 .7265 .7730 .7821 -. 7786
126277:6 m .743 .72211 69 **** .77;3 .6834 .627 .5882 .6444 .65 * 
72
-1VtC17 0I -c? ?1 ? - Q?3 024 026 O29 030 031 032
7- ,-'37 3.4119 3.uib 1.2]9 . 1.5787 1.3427 1 ,0825 .4656 .7511 .625c 
.7244 .616
;0 lu.?3d 3.2122 2711'3 1lQ70 1  1.4737 1.2 510 .652 .39i1 .7629 
.5779 .6993 .6357
98 1.1365 3.0131 203Q 3  .1*534 1. .4496 1.2061 .8921 .350P .7770 
.517-40 .7190 .666&.
".112 1.219 ** o 9. 0 .... 1.3069 1.0455 .7619 .2!3i 
*7508 5395 .7119 .6776
_. 4 **_** *_**** .. * o *_1,0759 .._8975 .6221- - .2200- 653 .4543 -- 637-----534
TIE 033 034 w3l ;'6 037 038 039 040 U41 042 043 
044 045
7t ,7r37 .7542 .015 .7154 .3317 .7711 .6675 .6071 1.279 
.5576 .56406 .6228 .6526
90 .13 .7801 .7H'2 .7541 .3208 . .7687 .6646 .6117 1..3639 
.5779 .6500 .6277 .. 6395
98 7462 .7770 *7p'6 .7675 .3236 .7R86 .6784 .622P 1.4543 .5856 .6683 .6405 .6523
112 _ .994 __ 75 ___ *7'19 .7005 .306.- .7564--. .6674 - .6284 1 . 150 . 5951 .656---.6229-----,6340
S 126 .222 ,6550 ,b5o
9  
.6329 .?678 .6 599 .5930 .5R7 1.4121 .5643 .5786 .5445 *5629
TI1E .G46 047 u8 J4 050 051 052 053 J55 056 
057 058
78 .t6479 .. 2.13El .2.0Q7 1.7560 1.8596 -. 2.2165 1.9216 1.3346 6316 -- .4345 
. 3796 - .3203 ------------------------
90 .6357 2.0228 1.931 1.6510 1.7120 2.195 1.8391 1.31 6011 
.4251 .3828 .3290
98 b._ _20432o9549 - -0G..--.691-9- 2.o505 -- 1.8436 .1.3212 .. 118 -o4221 -3914- ---.339?
112 ,6312 1.8464 1.7240 1.4571 1.5071 oo0o 1.6538 1.2513 
.4004 .3928 .3893 .3365
6 . 451 .. 1.4310 1-1907 -1.2103 .** ~*0 1.0759 .3491 
-- 3972 .3443 .2965 -------------------------
------- --. 
RUN .647
- -- - - . . .
AEDC (ARO, INC.) ANNCLC AFS, TENN. 37389
vON KAWMAL.GAS_CYNAMICS-.FACILIU-- ------ -
HYPERVEL0CITY wINO TUNNEL F.....
....-ASA-IRdITER/TANK HEATING TEST ----. VA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 
PROJECT EGINEER .R. ABERMAN
--------... . .
. - RUN 4647
..........................................










q 10 0 1 U12 013 01_ 014. 15 - 016
7V - l.016 .0155 .013S 
.0123 .0122 .127 .0132 0127 012
' 0 7 ._.0171 ... .0160 .. . 0140 
. .0129 . ..,0120--. .0129 .-, .0135 _. ..0131 ..... 0130 --------------------
90 . ..... 
... ., 01 39 .0127 .0122 
0131 .0138 .0134 .0134
112 
,oI 2 ..... 0157 .. 0140 ... 0127 .. D121 
. -..... 013 0139 . 0141 ---..0140-
12 .*** 0159 .0143 .0131 
.0123 0135 .0140 .0141 .0151
16 029 
030 31 032
78 .0136 .O79 .-,-6 .309 .... 266 .023 . .0192 ..... O07 .... 
.0128 --. 0102 .... 0122 ... -0104 ---------------
qO 0179. .0556 u470 .A324 
n0255 .0216 .0167 .0067 
0132 .0100 .0121 .0110
.. 9 :0196 .0520 . 0 . 0320 o.... 0250 
.020 . 0154 _ .0060 --- . 0134 .__ .0099 
__ .0124 . .0115 -...................
-- 112 *.021i ** ***** 0235 .0188 .0137 .0050 
.0135 .0097 .0128 01221 6. ,0?39 ,o~ee..... e* *,0225__,Oj8B _.O130--JO046-- 
-'1T---O_--O13---O2
TI*E G33 .. w03* .. 036 037 038 
039 040 U41 . 042 043 044 04.. 5 .-----
T8 .0132 .0127 .0115 .n124 .0056 .0130 .0113 
010? .0207 .0094 .0108 .0105 .0110
90 ,0141 .01.5 .010-.0115 .0130 ... 0055 
..... 0133 .... .0115.. .010 _.0236 ....*0100.......0112 
...0109 -.--- 0111 ..------------
Q8 . 2" 24 .0136 .o 29 .0056 -.0136 .0117 
.0107 .02561 .0101 .0115 .0110 .0113
112 .0163 .03 07__,|6_.,0055 __ ,0136 ,1.__,01--07- 
-10---01----11---0"1
126 .0193 .0127 . 0138 0132 .0056 .0138 .0124 
.0123 .0295 .0118 .0121 .0114 .0118
-- TTmE . Q6 047 - -49 050 051 052 053 
056 . 05 - *058
78 . .0109 .0360 -0354._ 0296 
.0314 ... .0374 .. 0324 : .022S.--- .0106 
-0073 - -0064 ....0..054 ..........................
90 .0110 .0350 .035 .026 
0 296 .0365 .018 .0227 .0104 
.o074 .0066 0057
98 ,013 !0352 0.0276 
.0292 - - -0
35 4 031
--=u as oL -
--' 06-- . .. . .0070 00s0
112 .0113 .0332 -0310 .0262 











. . . . ... . . .6 
RUN *. h
AEDC (ARC INC.) A NCLC AFS, TENNo 3738,
VON KANMAN GAS CYNAMICS FACILITY .......
-Y
M
EHVELOCIIY wIND IUNNEL F
.NASA ('RHIIER/TAKK HEATING TEST VA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER D.R. HABERMAN
RUN 4648
... .. . .TEST CCNCITiONS .. .. . . ... ..-
ALP' = 0 U-0, ST-0 BASED ON .500 INCM RADIUS ------------
PI S =37.50 MODEL LENGTH = 32-638
TIE P-INF - RHO-INF T-INF U-INF M-INF- Q-INF RL/FT PO TO H 00GO- BTu/ ST-0 POP
PSEC PSIA. RM/LFT? UEO FI/SEC R  .. PSIA o10- . PSIA ...9 EG R 8TU/L8M - £r2-sEC . PSIA
89 .001921 7.76E-05 64.7 60o8 15.98 .344 .300 2245 3071 8.359E 02 28.44 .0814 .636 -----
97 .0f1789 6.99E-i5 66.8 6515 15.99 .320 *26A 213, 3168 8.b49E 02 28.74 o0863 .593
.. 100 . .001720 6.47E-n5 . Q04 b646 1 .00 .308 *257 2097 . 3281 8.991E 02 29.69 .0902 .571 -... ..... ..
105 .001705 6.78E-5 65.7 6462 15.99 .305 .251 2027 31?0 8.502E 02 27.42 .0874 .565
1r9 .001582 6.3E-05 64.8 6460 _ 16. 10_ _ .-246... 1971... 3118 6.8.4-95E 0 ... 26.56 . 0901.... 31--
121 .001432 5,87E-n5 63.7 b424 16.15 .201 -231 1821 3087 8.399E 02 24.95 00937 .484
------------------------------------ ---- ------------- 
- ----------- ----- I----------------- ---- ------ -----------------------------------
PRESSUPE DATA
PRESSUPE CATA (PSIA)
TIwE P6 P8 PlO0 P14 P20 Pl
P9 .0312 .0107 .0103 Uopl .0066 .5153
97 029 . .0103 ...009.- .0077 .0062 .. 5010 ............. .............. "--------------------------
1i0 .0279 .0098 .009b o0074 .0059 .4876
105 .0276 .009A .0095 .0073 .0059 .4748 ._ --
109 .0259 .0091 .008Y .0069 .0055 .4542
121 0239 .0083 .0081 -. 0062 .0051 .4052
PRESSUPE CaTA (PRESSUQE / POP)
TI E P6 P8 P10 P14 ___ P20 . . PI ______- . . . .
F9 .0490 .0169 .0163 . ,12 .0104 .8100
97 .. Q4 7 .0173 ..016 .. u0131 . .0105 .8445-..--- -. ... ... - - - ---------
100 .0409 .0171 .016d .0130 .0104 .8535
105 _ .0. P9 _ .0173 .016 8 .0130 .0104 _ .8400- -.......
109 .04e8 .0171 .0168 .0130 .0104 .8547
121 .9 3 Q172 .0 68 -6 __ i 28._._ o _9 _--..... .. .- , -- -
7
RUN --648
AEDC (AR , INC.) ANCIC AFS, TFNN. 17389
......-- .VUN KA~MAN GAS CYtAMICS FACILITY 
-..... 
.....HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNEL F




TIvE r2 :2 
__ 09 010 Oil U12 Q13 015 016
P9 7.2r-22 4.46-1 1.1,473 
--
_- 1 0 19 20 3.. 1 11 397' .A7 .4010 .3413 .3000 .2897 .2915 .2929 .2675 .2688r7 7.2 
-!4 4.3q18 1.73?l 
.4121 34Q9 .298d9 .274 .2874 .?961 
.2P24 .2706 ---10c0 7.42?1 4.51216 1.o47 
.4174 .363 .3114 .3002 .2969 .3058 
.2761 .2791Ir5 6. P31 4.14C8 
_ 1.7.'2 
.3801 .3?91 .2852 .270) .2715 .2811 ..... . 550 .257a - -8 - ------109 6.613" 3.c,42 1.oo3 
.3665 .3167 .?762 .2603 .2603 .2709 .2525 *2497
2. 6-,in 11 0- . F .. 4a 77 .525 .29
121 .6_,1140_ 3.64 
__o7.3 
. 3394- .3194 .. 2557 .2458 - .2396 .2533- .
.2 94_.--.237,
TIME 017 18 UIQ -- 0 Q21 022 023 024 76 029 030 031e9.. . ... . . ... .. . .24 0 _ 2 0 q,1 9 .7 r ..... U  30....................
89 .27 :21 ,2:0 ,327 20 , 2 1891 173 158 .32 . 732 .2730e7 . 2 73 . ,d4R6 -?;57 .?141 .2n12 *1Q2 6  .176P .1609 .2;59 .2702 - 2777 --------------------100 .2761 .2'75 .258 *?4e81 .2227 *278 .19d9 .1641 *163 .3157 .2791 .2850
__ LO5 __.__2J- ... 2421.-2372 
- S27 - .2070- .1911 
- 1,0 ....- 177 
-.... 1549 .... 828 2 .. 550----.-2b33109 .243o .2337 *2?8 .,178 .2005 .I873 .1772 .1687 .1494 .2765 *2444 .2563121 ; 24c .2246._ .2138 204)6 .Id97 .1834 .1709 .1650 - 1360 .2627 33 2 .24 6 ... ---- ------T0E .?? 033 o34 135 036 O(7 038 039 040 - 041 042 043 044- --------..
9 2F47 .2730 .2q44 .Q01 .?929 .1763 .958 .257A .2702 .554 .2560 .588 .2275002972 .2745__ o22r3 7 *03 .2961 __.1782 
_ ... 2?61 . 2529 . 2702 . 2587 . 287- .2616 -. 2386
105 .235 .280 2pc .O09 .3028 ,1726 .3083 .259P .2791 .2672 .26e5 ,2702 .2494loS .2?2 .29E6 .2678 .?775 .2819.. .1737 .2797 .2413--- .2578 .2468 .245S5 .2495 .2331 ...................--19 .2e712 .242 .25'7 .e683 .2683 .1674 .2683 .337 .2483 .?39 .2391 .2430 .2284
121 . .2002 .2422 . *236 .?533 .2556 .1522 .2576 .2196 .2321 .?294 - .2316 - .2298 
- .2246 -........
TIwE ';45 046 047 0E 
__049 
___ O Q51 "052 U53 055 056 057i9 2 31 .25C3 .1944 
- Q77 .1991 .?690 .2121 .2204 -2250 .2090 .2048 2090
... 97 .2 3 .24F6 *013 .1998 .2041 - .2127 .208'4 .218% *21U5 
-2484 - -. 2056 -2113 ------------- 
.
100 .2613 .25'3 -2019 .?4 .?165 2i97 .2107 .2241 o2256 .2126 .2078 -2182105 .2386 .2345 .1I5 R. .1 ,l92 .1974 ..2n43 .1913 
-2082 .2057 .1974 -. - 1892 .2016 .............................109 -2i02 .2258 .I833 .2046 ,198O .1)64 .1873 .1953 .19Z5 .1899 .1936 .1952121 4134 2,oi6-. 




AEOC (APO. INC.) AHNCLr AFS, TENN. 37389VON KARMAN CAS.CYA1AICS FACILITY
HYPERVELOCIIY *TND TUNNEL F




-EAT TRANSFER CATA (0 / 00)
TIME- C2 31 0- )9 010 
. 12 
_ 014. 4 015 
_16
E9 .250 ,Ir70 .0628 ,141 .0120 .0105 .0102 .0103 .0103 
.0094 .0094197 .200 .1530 6?0 .0143 - .0121 .0104 ,0110 .0100 .0103 .0098 - .0094100 .2o0 .1 2o .06po20 
.0141 .0120 .0105 .01n1 .0100 .0103 
.0093 .0094
..... 
_0 _ .. ,2" o- . 11.. f o .. .06 ., 142 . 01~20 .0104 .. 0098 , 9 . 0102--. ,0093 -.,  ......................--109 .249C .1500 *0610 .013P .0120 .0104 .0098 .00998 .0102 
.0093 .0094121 .2450 .1470 .000 O__ 
-0136.-J0124 
.. ...0.. .0092 ,0096 
- 0I0.. 
--. 0092--_ 009%
-IIE 017 --- . Q 21 02 . 023 .24 - 26 G29 030 031.
..... 9... .00 .93 .0 .... . 900 6 . 974 0370 .0067 006 2 .0056 
.0106 * .0096 .00961.0 _0093 .090 *00A6 "P .0 0n70 0067 .0062 . 0056 
.0104 0094 --*0097
- 100 0-  :OflO ,O 5o6 .
.0 0 7 , 7 0 0 0 7  °° 0106 o oO  6105 _0092 °O0e _ .0n6  003- .076 -- _0070 - 0067 -0063 . 0056 104 - - 3- qf
109 .0091 .0094 
.e .0075 *070 
.006 .00A63 .0056 
.0104 .0092 .0096121 . .0090 .G O . ,006 
-,02 .0076 .0173 .00)8 .0066 .0054 
- ,0105 -. ,0093. .0098 ... : ..
I--E 0-- O 3 36 07 038 039 U40 041 042 043 044o 9 ..07. .00q6 .010 . 0 .103 0On62 .0104 .0091 .0095 .000 .0090 .0091 .0080 
..
100 .007 .00 55 .0017 *0101 0103- 
.007 000090 .090---27.7__.0091 a100 .504 015 07-,,101 ,olo2 OA61 .0104 .OORp .0094 .0o90 .0090 .0091 .0084.... I05 .0.. :0094 - 0 C'....101 . ... .0103 _ .0063 . ,0102 .o83 .0094 .0090 . 0090 o- .0091 -.. o 0085 ------
_ --------------109 .07?8 .0053 .0095 0nol .01ol .063 .0101 .008 .0094 .0n9O .0090 .0091 .0086- 1- 1 .0080-.0097.,oo6 
.IO2 ....0102 . 006l.. ,0103 .oOO8 .0093 n0092.. 0093 .0092 --.0090L ..............
71E 05 046 U47 48 049 50 051 052 .53 Qo'S 056 05789 .°QO9 .0', d * 069 .0070 0n73 .0075 .0077 0079 °0073 .0072 .0073l- - - 0 - .00 6 ... urOA6 q69.. .0071 ... . ... 0.... .0076 0076 .0072 -0072 
-. 0073............................100 .0082 .00F6 ,00A8 n0069 .0073 .0074 .0071 .0075 .0076 .0012 .0070 -0073105 .008? .0- O .008- 
....0072 ..-. 0074 .. 0070 .0076 *u075 .. 0072 . .0o69 ... 0073 ............................... 
-
109 .o00Q*,- oe .0069 .0077 .0075 .0674 .0070 .0074 .0072 -0072 .0073 .0073121 0086 OQg4 tU____ ,_ 0.-!007-.0--- ,015-__007 




AEDC (AUO, IC.) AKNCLr AFS, TFNN. 37389
........ 
. .. VN KARMAN GAb CYNAICS FACILITY.
MYPERVELOCITY aiND TUNNEL F
NASA OR2ITER/TANKHEAT7h1 TEST VA29-1-21FA JANUARY Q1974 PROJECT ENGINEER 0.;. hAHERMAN
RUN 4649
TEST CCNCITIONS
...... p- AL P A . = 0 w-0, ST-0 BASED ON -500 INCK RADIUS .. P.Iff=37.50 
M.ODEL LENGT = 32.638
"TTE P-IRF RPO-INF -r-INF U- IF M-INF Q-INF RE/FT PO TO to 00- BTu/ ST-0 POP ............kSEC SIJ L"-- /FT7 __ UEG R_ FT/SEC - - FSIA_..XI0-6 .-PSIA EG - dIU/LaM ---. T2-SEC--- - - - -PSIA
70 *000736 .2.36E-05 81.6 817 18.92 .184 *111 3513 510 1.469E 03 42.9 ..8 0 16 4 4 .3 3 ...........
-a6 .000708 2.11E-n5 97.4 817 19.13 .1dl .0e8 3836 5557 I*blOE 03 47.81 .1719 .337-------- 94 .00GIF6. 2.0 E-nS R.8 8AP6 .19.13 .176. ,Oe? 3717 5522 1,59dE 03 46.69 .1737 .327102 .OOU-s4 1.94E-_5 87.9 8p99 19.1)4 .166 .077 3449 5841 I.bo3E 03 45.54 .1791 .309
E112 .g_ S*__. -5 
_8790 196. ,52 r *075. ..329a -5416-1.564E 03-- -- .29 . 3---- I83130 .000570 1.91E-r5 77.9 8449 19.20 .147 .072 3020 5037 1.445E 03 37.62 *1775 .274
... .. PRESSURE DATA - --------------------------------------- 
--
PRESSUQE DATA (PSIA)
TI E _ 6P P8 PlO P14 P20 Pl
70 .0210 .0072 .0057' .0049 .0039 .3601
t6 .224 .007: .0057 .050 .0038 .357794 *0216 0068 .0051 *.0048 .0037 .3503
- 0204 _.,0065_ .0053 . .047 .0036 .3325... 
..
_"_112 *01P7 .n0061 .0049 .u045 .0033 .3054
. 130...I1. .. 0058 *0047 .j043 .0032 .2959
PRESSUQE CATA (PPESSURE / Po) 
-
TIvE P6 PR PlO P14 P2 ___. Pl 
.....
70 *0670 .0209 .0165 *U144 .0114 1.050096 .0665 .020mo .016 ~47 .0113 1.0600 
- -
94 .0060 .0708 .0173 .,148 .0112 1.0700
.. 102 . 0660 _ _,0211 ..0172 . 151 .0117 1.07t6
112 o.0660 .0214 .0173 .u158 .0118 1.0800
130 .9660 ,.0_ .7~ .156 0 11 .oiao .. 
_ ___,__0
.10 .un ..........
". ..... . .10 NUN ,649
AEDC (ARO. INC.) AHNCLC AFS, TENN. 37389
. VON KAHMAN GAb CYNAMICS.FACILITY 
-. . .. .. ....
HYPERVELOCITY wINO TUNNEL F






.. QI... 012 Q013 . Q15. - Q16_
70 
.678 .5158 .386A .4262 .3884 .3403 .3761P6 H033. .6503 .47 4 .4973 .4423 .4016 .4564--------------- --94 
.9311 .7'57 .539? .5482 .4482. .4352 .5107102 
.8288 - .6967 .52R? .5508 .4554. .4371 -- .5009-----------------112 
.7769 .6733 .50o9? .5106 .4332 .4096 .4687
1---. 
__.7305 ... 61. 81 .4364 .4364 .-- 3837.- .3612-- .-4232
TIWE 017 018 019 20 021 022 023 024 026 029 030 031 ................... 
70 .375b .3526 .3154 . ,2923 *2H00 .26R6 .2611 .2486 *2372 .4972 .3782 .4458
- 86 .4208 .4112 .3- 25 6. 34 ,3347 .3275 .3156 .2917 -. 2580 .5632 .4426 -.4904 ---------------94 *489 .4477 *4015 .3P7Q .3575 .3455 .3356 .30oR1 2921 .5983 .4739 .5483S _554 
__.4455 ....4098 .- 3825__ 3691 . 3483_ .3301-.-- .3096--- .2823-- 
- .5874-- .4618 .---5553112 *4?81 .4065 .3907 .3683 *3427 .3'.591 .3129 .2913 .2615 .5573 .4318 .5137
120 .3762-. .3553 . ,3461 -.. 3?66 .2934 .2784 - 2633 .2l90 - 2302 -- .5041 .3762 .4514---------------------
TIME 032 Q33 u34 Q3 5  036 7 038 039 U40 041 042 043 - 044 -----------70 .3353 .4346 .4"13 .5018 .5308 .2364 .3095 .2837 .2407 .3797 .4513 .4556 .438486 .,43 3 _ 5026 ... 9 77 . 5826 6135 .3060_ .3852.-.- .344 .- 3273 - ---.4346 ----. 5451 --. 5307---,487794 .458e .5376 .6387 .976 .6598 .322? .4134 .36A2 .3411 .4548 .5765 .5369 .4809ic2 .4621l .532A .6152 .6258 .6284 .3279 .4144 .3607 .3370 --. 4656 .5464 .5350 -,4736 - -----------------112 ,4167 .5003 .56P5 .cP67 .5835 .300? .3927 ,3395 .3338 .4335 .5067 .4733 .4433
. 10 .3762 .45'14 .4m'3 .53.82..5191 .2840 .3574 ..2972. .2821 .3762 .4514 .4800 -. ,4073-------------------
TIpE 045 046 u47 04e __ 049 ____. 050 __ 051 OS ...052 .... 053 ... 055 0 56 .. 057
70 .4083 .4298 *15'6 .2199 .2020 .2R37 .3101 .3441 .3447 .3267 .3382 .3508
-6 .. 4973 -.4480 *1915 .2563 _2630 .3165 .3562 .3987 -. 3873 -- 3850 .3825 -.4016 --------------------------94 .5089 .5136 .1947 *2720 .?2854 .3595 .3712 .4039 -3922 .3829 .3782 .4080102 .5192 .. 5123 .2004 -. * 2231 -.2823 .3693. .3694 .4014 .3916 .3871 .3821 .4098 ---112 .4133 .4750 *1942 -?111 .2702 .3462 .3378 .3716 .3673 *3673 .3483 .3884
_130 .4364 .4381_ * 41 _._i,9.__j2_ 39.... 3066- .345 .. 3348 -- 3410--- 31----3536
- ----- -- - - -- --- --. .. .. .N 4 6 49-- - -.-.- - -
........ . .. . .. . dN 4649
AEDC (ARO, INC.) AHNCLC AFS. TENN. 37389
VON KARMAN GAS CY&AMICS FACILITY ......-
HYPERVFLOCIIY %TN0 TUNNEL F
-- NASA RR8ITER/TANK HEATING TEST VA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER 0.R. IABERMAN
.. RUN 4 6 4,9
HEAT-THANSFER DATA
PEAT TPANSFER LATA (0 / (JO)
TI E UR 09 011 0 12 0 13 015 ___ 016
l70 .1  .0120 o.0090 .0of9 .0090 .0079 .0087
86 .0168 .0136 ,0100 .0104 .0092 .0084 .0095 -
l9 .0178 .0151 .0115 .0117 .0096 .0093 .0109
102 .0182 .0153 .0116 .0121 .0100 o.0096 .0110 .----- --
112 .0184 .0159 .0121 .u121 .0103 .0097 .0111
130 .0194___ .016?2 .0116 0116. 01. 2 OIQ_ .0096. .011
TIrE 017 018 U019Q 020 021 022 023 024 U26 029 - 30 .. 031 .....-
70 .00.87 .03P2 . 0073 .0068 .0065 .0'163 .0061 .005p .0055 .0116 .0088 .0104
86 .008d .0086 000oPO 0076 .0070 . 0068 .0066 .0061 .0054 .0118 * .0093 .0103-----------------
94 .0i;4 .0096 *0116 o0083 .0077 .0074 .0072 .0066 .U063 .0126 .0101 .0117
102 .0100 *0098 .00n0 * 0084 __ O007-007 - .. 0072 0068 *u0Ob62 .--.0129 - --. 0101----0122--
112 .0101 .0096 .0093 o00e7 .0081 .0677 .0074 .0060 .0062 .0132 .0102 .0122
--- 130 .0100 -. 00- 4 -. 0002 .0087 . .0078 .0074 . 0070 .0069 .0061 .. 0134 .0L00 -----.- 0120-----------------
TIVE 032 033 034 035 036 017 038 039 040 041 042 043 044 -----
70 .0076 .0101 - .010n5 .0117 .0124 .0055 .0072 .0066 .0056 .0088 .0105 .0106 .0102
P6 .0090 .0105 .0125 0122- .0128..064. .0081-.0072..,0068-..0091- .. 0114. - .0111-.010
94 n.0098 .0115 .0137 .0128 .0139 n.0069 .0089 .0079 .0073 .0097 .0123 .0115 .0103
Io02 .0101 .0117 .0135 .0137 .0138 . 0072 .0091 .0079 .0074 .0102 .0120 .0117- - .0104-------
112 .0103 .0119 .015 .01n39 .0138 .0173 .0093 .00R0 .0079 .0103 .0120 .0112 .0105
130 0100 .0120 .0179 0143 .0138 .. 0976 .0095 .0079 .0075 .0100 .0120 .0128--. .010d ------------------
TIPE 045 046 047 048 049 ___ 050 051 052 U53 055 U056 .057
70 ,0095 .0100 .0036 *0051 .0047 .0066 .0072 .000 .0080 :0076 .0079 ,0082
P6 ..... 0104 .0106 .0040 .0054 .0055 .0on70 .0074 .00A3 .0081 .o00od1 .0080 .0084
94 .0109 .0110 *0042 .0058 .0061 .0'77 .0080 .0047 .0084 .0082 .0081 .0087
102. - .0114 .0113. *0044 -. *0049 .0062 .0181 .0081 .0088 . .0086 .0085 .0084 .0090------------------------------
112 .0114 .0113 .0046 *0050 *0064 .0082 ,0080 .0088 *0087 .0087 *0083 .0092
130 0116 .0116 *004 9  *nZ nl,6,_00 . ,00tl. . 092--- .,00894----409---.08.4 .. 09--
12 RUN 4649
AEOC (ARC.O INC.) A NCL AFS, TENN. 37389
VON KARMAN GAS CYNA-ICS FACILITY ...
-- HYPE_ VELOCITY IND) 'UNNFL F
'...... NASAS fRdITER/TAhX hEATrn TEST VA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER U.R. HABERMAN
RUN 4650
.. TEST CCNCITIONS
ALPHA = .. U-0, ST-0 BASED ON .500 INCH RADIUS
PHIs=37.50 MODEL LENGTH = 32.638
-- ToE --P-IkF 9 O-NF I-INF U-TNF M-INF O-INF RE/FT PO to HU 00- BTU/ SI-0 PCP
mSEC PSIA . /LqFT. OFC R_FI/SEC .. . PSIA. X10-6 .-PSIA --PEG R__ HTU/LSM _.T.2-SE . . . .PsIA
78 .002P49 1.12E-r4 6A.4 .b443 15.d6 .502 *424 3096 3095 8.454E 02 . 34.90 .0679 . q29 ------
P4 .o00279 9.23E-A5 71.0 6754 15.R6 .454 .333 2925 3371 9.290E 02 37.61 .0759 .842
q0 .002421 8.53E-^5 74.2 6814 15.97 . 427 - *3C5 2792 34?6 9.455E 02 . .37.31 . .0791 .791 .......... ..
96 .002377 7.6,E-85 81.7 7083 15.72 .411 .257 2665 3676 1.022E 03 40.75 .0852 .762
102 .002164 6.83E-5 _2. 7158___ 15,Z18.__ 37.__230 ... 2529 3 & .d..044E.03 ... 44 0-S .... 0900 ..-----700
114 .002062 6.12E-05 67.9 73n00 15.62 *352 *19p 2296 3887 1.086E 03 40.58 .0953 .653
------------------------------------------------- 
---- ------ ---------- ---- --- ---------- ---------------------------------
-PRESSURE DATA .-- --
PRESSURE CATA (PSIA)
T Ii E P 4 P 6 P B P 1 4 P 2 0 ... . .
78 .11i22 .0369 .0126 .0105 .0086
84 .1046 .0337 .0120 .V09 9  .00 - ----------1- ----
90 .0977 .032t .0116 .0091 .0079
96 09945_._03l9 .0114 _U00S._ ,0077_ __
102 .0P2 .0304 .0105 .,087  .0070
8114 0 23 .0 2 3 . 00 ... u0 -2  ..0065 - -----------
PRESSURE CATA (PPESSUPE / eOP)
TIwE P4 P6 P8 P14 _ P2 . . -.... .. ..
78 1207 .0397 .0136 .113 .0092
4 . ,1243... .0400 ..0142 .0118 . .0096 ------
90 .1235 .0412 .0141 .0122 .0099
q6 , . 240 . 0418 .. 015u. .o0125 .0101 - --------- _ --
102 .1260 .0435 .0150 0124 .0100
1._ 4 .. 60 L-L_____ - n. __-._ - - - --
13 RUN 4650
AEDC (ARC, INC.) AHNCLI AFS, TFNN. 37389
.V.... . .. VON KA0M AN GA C NhAMICS FACILITY.. . . . .. .
MYPERVELOCIIY w lrt) rJNNEL F




1TwE !1 2 O1 5 . 09 . 010 011 
__012 013 014 Q 
_15__
78 38.2432 10.6386 7.9920 3.0250 
.4M38 .3134 .1676 .1353 .1326 .1539 .2050 .2414.84 &O.OC4 10.1536 8.4723 3.1025 
.4419 .3573 .1764 .1092 .1448 .1523 .2125 .24-82 --90 39.5451 9.6g197 8.j57 3.Q65 
.4605 .3696 .1761 .1791 .1462 *.48 .2071 .2388
__6 43.1225 Q. 1054.. 9.4A7 .3.3821 . .5100 .4132 .194P .2133 .1622 -. 1426 .2241 .2567102 42.5487 9.q939 R.dPq3 3.3344 5n18 .4005 .1q23 .2219 .1658 .12e2 .2100 .2691114 44,0. _ AQ.0154 .. 
_2 .3.42?o-- 
_... .5073 .4058 .1977.._..2529 
-. 64 0965.-- . .-
710.E Q16 U!7 1 
-2. 021 + (_ O 2 C23 Q24 u26 029 030 031 .......................78 .4232 .&'27 2.1171 1.I107 1.1333 1.o68 .8l9 .66o4 .4342 .2208 .2455 ,2648.. .4125 .7i,7o 2.bllb 1.,309 . 1.4143 1.1976 .9706 *7?9% ,58 .4 .2068 -.2651 --o3054 -- ...-----------------0 .4?2e .7388 2-o115 1.4793 I.F236 1.2470 .9651 .712A .4568 
.1940 .2441 .2985
96 4059 ,8174 .2-9338 .7n73 - 1.7171 1.3626_ 1.0498 .786A 
--.4806 .. 2119--- *.?377-- .332-102 .4(86 .891 2.5?75 1.7531 1.7023 1.31il .9893 .7617 .4560 .2123 .2058 .3204114 * 3j .8360 2.*91 . 1.?63 1.1765 1.2946 .9659 .7107 - 4363 - .2110 - .1778 .2942----- -----------
lTIE 032 033 U34. 015 03A 017 03R 039 040 041 042 043 044 .78 .11- ,5330 .2845. . 647 .2005 .0924 .1393 .0970 .3684 .9240 .3447 .2765 .2919P4_ ..4c9Q__ .6P44 .. 3253-.3346 ....2670. .021 . .1546 - .OQ44 .3225 .Qp;- .3610 --. 2053 -.. 306150 *4365 t)6?d .3370 .3208 .2869 .1f15 .1533 OR8R .2574 Q9599 .34]e .2726 .2817S56 . 629 .7096 .3708 ..... 3647 .3201 .- 1256 - .199 .0970 .2282 .9902 .3854 .2934 --.2995 --------102 .4196 .6e73 .37n5 .1645 .3204 .1?91 .1744 ,0941 .2023 .9460 .3746 .?2864 .2864114 .. 3653 .6735 .3795 .3774 .3409 .1799 .1757 .0990 .1867 .8724 .3929 - .2914 .2658--------------
TIE (145 046 047 _ 048 049..__ Q0 
__ 051 052 - 53 ... 054 055 056 5__  ___78 .2e72 .1423 3*31P1 
-6453 .7093 .6656 .7902 1.3597 1.4580 .7438 .4179 .2122 .5070P4 .-. 188leo .1589 3,jo03 .6393 .7311 .81i0 . .8649 1.48S4 1.5460 .AI11 - .4776 .2544- .5331 ---- - ---90 .1689 .1623 3.0592 .6025 .6976 .8794 .8792 1.48985 1.5035 .8021 .5084 *2761 .5067
. . 6 .1711 1907 3*1579 *6253 .7416. .9413 .9587 1.6297. 1.6340 . 8686 .5534 - .3174 - . 5175 -------- -----102 .1622 .1963 2*9?39 *6144 .7210 .9413 .9413 1.5067 1,b386 18393 .5426 .3143 .4866
-14 1- .... . .2 Z. 6. .*.7 958 j...50.. ._- 4.5060--- *8320-.5438-.316..a
14
-- -- AEDC (AR0C, INC.) AkNCL AFS. TENN. 37389
VON KARMAN GAS CYNA- ICS FAC ILITY _ - . . . . - - -. ..
.. HYPENVELOCIIY wIN( TUNNEL F
... Cr.ITE/TaNK HEATI m" TEST VA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER DR. MABERMAN
PUN 450
HEAT-TRANSFER UATA
P.AT TRANSFER CATA (0 / 00)
TIE W C2 0 05 08 .. 010 __ 11 012 013 ..__ Ol1 ___. 15__
78 1.0958 .3048 *2?P7 .0967 .0116 .009D0 004 O .0039 .0038 .0044 .0059 .00b69
4 .0650 .2700 .2?93 . .0825 .,0117 .0095 . .0047 .0045 .0038 .0041 .005' .0066 ... ..
;0 1.0200 - 2tC0 *2240 nl30 .0123 .0099 .0047 .0048 0039 .0038 .0055 .0064
6 1..0oc. .240 .22?0 .... 0R30 . .0125 .0101 .0048... *,052 .0040 .. 0035 .0055 ..,0063..................
1. 2 1.0A23 .2473 .2219 *032 .0125 .0100 .004R .0055 .0041 .0032 .0052 .001
114 1.OPSO .2468 .2?29 .__44 .0125.... .0100 . 0049 ___._0062 .0041..--.0024 .. 00466 *****
TI E 016 01ol UIQ 020 21 Q?2 . 023 Q024 026 _ 029 . 030 .. 031- .... -...
78 .... 0121 0190 . 0612 .0347 .0325 .0?88 .0255 .019 .0124 *0063 * o0070 .0076
P4 .0115 .018E8 *05 *0372 . .0376 .0318 .0258 .0194 .0122 .0055 .0071 .. ool ..................
90 .0116 OISA *u7no0 *0397 .0408 .0334 .0259 .0191 .0122 .0052 .0065 .0080
6 v011 .0201 *___ 7 720 _ 41.... .0421 ....0334. .0258 .0193- *0118. -...0052 _ 00.8--_ 0082 -- --
. .102 *0117 .0702 .060 .o143R .04?5 *032R .0?47 .0190 .0114 .0053 .0051 *0080
CD .... 114 .0119 . *0?06 .*0)40 * 450 .0438 .0319 .0238 .0175 . 0107 .0052 .0044 . 0o7z .................
(5 CTINE Q?2 033 034 0Q15 036 037 038 . 039 040 041 042 043 .. 044 ........-
SM ........78 .0121 .0167 .0002 *0n76 .0057 .0026 .0040 .002A .0106 *0265 .0099 *0079 .0084
4 .0122__ . 6 .....01 .0071 . .0024....0041 .002__.00 . 0263 ..0096-.0077 --. 0082
q0 .017 .0179 009 *.086 .0077 .0"7 .0041 .0024 *0069 .0257 .0092 .0073 .0076
.96 .0114 .0174 .0001 . ,oO .. 0079.. . .0031 .. 0042 ,0024 . *0056 .0243 .0095 . 0072 _ .0073.---------
S102 .0105 .0172 .0092 .00oI .0080 .0l31 .0044 .0023 .0050 .0236 .0094 .0072 .0072
114 .. 90 . .0166 .00Q4_ .00 3 . .0084 _...0n32 .0043 .0024 .0046 .0215 .0097 . 0072 --. 0065 ------------------ -
1TiE 045 046 047 048 049 0_ 0 .. 051 .052 .___ 53 .. 054 _ 055 _056 ... 057
( 78 .0059 .0041 o91 *0185 .0203 .0191 .0226 .0390 *0418 *0213 .0120 *0061 .0145
,, 84 .0450 .. 0042 .0840 .0170 ..... 0194 .... .0213 .0230 .0395 .0411 .0213 -.0127 .0068 .. 0142 .......
S90 .0045 .0044 .o?0 .0161 .0187 .0225 .0236 .0399 .0403 .0215 .0136 .0074 .0136
96 .0042 *0047 . 0775 ..0153 .. 0182 -0231 .0235 .0400 0401 .0213 - ..0136 .0078 ....0127............ .
1 i02 . .0040 .0049 .0730 .0153 n010o .0235 .0235 .0376 03d84 .0210 .0135 .0078 .0122
114 *0041 -~ti9 l_ 0R 01AO- *01 f3_ -. s02-40 - j2%3- _.Ah320__90371 _ 205--4.134_ . 007 18 - 1 '
1.. •....... ... . .. . .. .. .. .. ... .
15
RUN 4650
AEDC (AP00 INC.) APNCLC AFS. TFNN. 37389
VON KAHMAN GAS CYK.AICS FACILITY ___
mYPEkVELOCIIY wIND TUNNFL F
f ASA 0RITER/TAK HkEATINr TEST VA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER D.P. AHEmAN
RuN 4651
. . . ... . .... TEST CCNCITIONS.
ALA 0 U-0, ST-0 BASED ON .500 ICh RADIUS
P'Isfj7.S0 MODEL LENGTH = 32.638
TTiE P-INF" RHO-INV T-INF U-INF M-INF "0-INF REL/FT P0O TO HO " 00- BTU/ ST-0 POP
wSEC PSIJAL P/FT _ UEr R_ _F/SEC. ..... PS-A0-6.....PSIA DEG R. blU/LdM .F]2-SEC -..- SA
6 .000Pe16 2.32E-05 91.9 8947 18.73 .200 .08 3837 .5504 1-621E 03 .. 50.73 . .1642 -. 373.._-------_--
70 .0r0OFP2 2.23E-n5 . 96.8 9178 18.72 -203 .081 3996 565 1.706E 03 54.39 .1686 .378
90 000717 1.82E-n5 1n?.7. 9S60 18.92 .180. .0e 3935 6326 1*850E 03 . 56.45 .1887 .335 -------------
100 .000597 1.4-E-15 10.2 9790 19.15 *153 *059 3690 6615 1.940E 03 55.17 .2105 -286
140 .000S4U 3-5_LZ 50 1.* 137 . 303 -300.6349 _La 854E. _49. _-. o---,256
---- ------------ ---- --- - -------------- --- 
---------- ---- ---------------------------- ------- ----------------------------------
PRESSURE OATA
"PESSUQE AIA (PSTA)'-
" i-E- - -- Pg P14 P20
6 - .0076 .0055 .0040 . . - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --- - - - --- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
70 *0077 *oo00S6 .0041
o90 .0074 ..uS0051 . .0037 .. ------------------------------------
Ico .0062 .0044 .0012
140 _,005L ... 0037 .... 007
FPRESSUPE DATA (PRESSuPE / Pop) ---------- ---
I I E P8 P14 P20. . . . . . .. .-------------------  ----- ------------------------------------------- -----------
66 *0202 w14 8  .01n8
70 .0204 _ .,l48. 0108-- -
90 .0208 *0192 .0110
100. 021d _ .0153 .0111- ----- -- -- - - - - ----- - - -- - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - -
140 .0201 *0146 .0105
.............
,...UN 4651
AEDC (ARO, INC.) AHNCLr AFS, TFNN. 37389
........... .. UN KAHMAN GA' CYNAMICS FACILITY . .. . .. . . . .. .
HYPERVELOCIIY wiND rUNhFNEL F
- - NASACRNBITER/TANK HEATINGTEST VA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 POjECT ENGINEER 0.R. MABERMAN .........
RUN 4651
- - EAT-TRANSFER DATA
tEAT-TPANSFER I-ATE (OTU/FT2-SrC)
TI E 
')8 u9 __Q 01. ull 012 _..013...... 014. __ 015
S.7652 
.6493 .5261 .4819 .4718 .4397 .3399 .3592
70 
.-. 8407 .6799 .5711 .5113 .5275 .4952 .3934 . .3745 . ... ...g0 9437 .7554 .6266 .t979 .6154 .5835 .4629 .4441
100 
.. 9263 .7614 .. .6234 t5276 .6166 - .6164 . .4800- .4827 - ---------140 
.8565 .7696 .6089 .5693 *;644 .6089 .5297 .5099
1-T E 71 017 .. Q- 19 2 021 022 w0 24 0?6. 029 0Q30
- 66 .5le8 1.3314 13.0205 3.1670 .. 2 .4875 .. 1.5617 1.1464 .. 8180 . *5b02 . 2841 .... 5610 _..4876 ----------70 .6~l1 1.4503 13.3832 3*4 49 2.6410 1.6A61 1.1890 .8466 .5970 .*882 .6154 .5502
90 .7806 1.5(21 11.9119 3.4437 2.5574 1.5311 1.0726 .700on 5024 .?371 .6770 .621010o0 .832 1.5415 10.08=8 3.?932 2.3909 1.4,47 .97126 .6130 *.4421 .0n97 .6785 .6201140 .7.79 .4 13 *-* _2*7 06 1.9516 __.083 1- 7371 . 4555 - 3095-- -1238 .4530 --.5841
IlE Q031 032 u33 Q?4 035 036 037 03M U39 040 041 042 04366 .3682 .3927 .7660 .*641 .563 .6189 .3359 .3867 .2599 .3500 1.4482 .7622 .4362
.70 .4135 .4218 .- UP 77 .629 .6578 .3534 .4133.- ... 2898 - .3769._ 1.5806 ..267 . .4694 . ------
.0 .5n2q .4778 .9249 .6775 .6718 .7524 .4262 .4516 .3105 .4178 1.70T40 .9033 .5130100 .5241 ___,477 .897 .6681 .66 1 .794 .. 4093 . 57 .. 3200- . 4.035--1.6077.. .8633---.-.5129140 .5644 .5258 .9109 .6331 .6436 .7844 .4027 .4604 .3366 .4246 1.5991 .8888 .5149
.- 04 -46 (147 048 049 Q050 051 %52 053 054 055 . 056 -------
S66 .319 .3615 .4495 - 1*65194 .. . 8253 . 7710 . 9435 1.3290 1.b6243 1.4000 . .9884 - .7203 -- -.492G0 . . .. .... .70 .3! 26 .4025 .4761 1.f,75 .8964 .8103 .9875 1.3923 1.7153 1.4830 1.0605 .7629 .52140 ._,406 .. 7!73 5726_.. 1.-4904_ .948 4 .7703 -. 9727_.41.3348 1.7218&.- _1.4114---4.0535 






_ .. ! o ......... 40 d --. ---.*. --------. -------------.--------.-------------.------------
140 .3763
.... .. . . .
.... ... ... .1 7
AEOC (AAO INC.) AkQCI.r AFS, TEIN. 37389
VON FARAN GAS CYNAeICS FAC1LITY _..-. ---. ......
HYPERVFLOCITY WIND TUNNFL F
NASA ORdI1TER/TANK HEATING TEST VA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER D.R. HABEAMAN
RU% 4651
---.- - - - - HEAT-THA SrE DATA- -
EAT TRANSFER CATA (0 / 00)
I IwE 
_08_ 
_ _ 010 .11 _012 013 014 _ 015_
66 .0151 .0128 .0104 *005 .00n93 .0o087 ,0067 .0071
70 .0155 .0125 .0105 .00'4 0097 .0091 .0072 .0069 ......
90 .0167 .0134 .0111 *ulOb .0109 .0103 .0082 .0079
Ino0 .. .0168.. .0138 .. .0113 .0150 .0112 . 0112.-- .0087 -- .00817 --
140 .0173 .0155 .0123 .115 .0114 .0123 .0107 .0103
-TIE 0 - 017 t .015. 020 -021 022 023 024 .026 029 030
66 .0115-. .0262 *2569 , .0624 .. *0490 . *0308 .0226 .. .0161 -. 0110 .0056 -- .0111 .0096 ----------
70 .124 0 67 .4AI *626 .04A7 .0110 .0219 .0156 .0110O .0053 .0113 .0101
. .0124 .0?73 .*110 .0610 .0453 -. 0271 .0190 .0124 - *0089 *0042 .0120 ,0110 ---------
100 .0124 .0279 .1937 .nr597 .0433 *0?64 .0176 .0111 .0080 *0038 .0123 .0113
.1_ c 09_L3 __ ,0301 ***** -064 .0374 ... 0219 - .0149-.- .0092.-- .0063 -n025 .Ml3Z -. old
TI E 831 032 Q33 )34 035 Qi6 037 03A a39 040 041 042 043
66 .0073 .0077 .011 .ll .0112 .0122 .0066 .0076 .0051 *0069 .0285 .0150 0086
70 .0076 . - .0u 152 0112. .0115 .0121 . .0065.. .0076.... .0053 .0o 9 - .0291 --.0152 .0086 - ---------
90 .,089 .0085 .0164 *0120 .0119 .0133 .0075 .OORn .0055 .0074 .0302 .0160 .0091
___100__ 095 00e7 .o0160--.0121- 0120 0129 ..0074-....0083- .0058a ..00n73. -.0291----.0156 ---.0093-
140 .0114 .01C6 .014 .0128 .0130 .0158 .00t1 .0093 .0068 .0086 .0323 .0180 .0104
T I-E Q44 045 W 4A 047 048 049 050 051 U52 . 053 054 055 056
66 -. 0063._ .0071 *0009 .0319 n .0163 .0152 . .0186 .0262-.. .0320 .0276 .0195 -.0142 - .0097 .--------------------
70 *0065 .0074 o0pq *0307 .0165 .0149 .018H2 .0256 .0315 .0273 .0195 .0140 .0096
- 0, *007..- ,0084 .. , oloL .. _ 0264 . .0168E. ..0136 ....0172 --. 0236..,- .0305---0250-.-- 0187 . .0131---.0089
lCo *076 .0087 *01On2 .0244 .0169 .0128 .0156 .0231 * 0292 .0245 .0180 .0133 *0089
. 140 .. .0090 ..0100... .90113 . *0219.. .. 0164_ .0117 -. .0146 .0203 - .0264--- .0235-- .0172 - .0126 -- .0084 - ---------
TI.E US7... . .. ...   






AErC (ARPC, INC.) AKCI r AFS, TENN. 373d9
VU_ KA AN GAS ECYNAMICS FACILITY .... .... .
HYPENVELOCIIY WIND TUNNEL F
NASA 'PvITEQ/TANK HEATING . ItST VA291-21FA JANUARY 19T74 PHOJECT ENGINEER D.R. MABEPMAN
RUN 4652
...... TEST CCNCITIONS
ALPHA = 0 0-0, ST-0 BASED ON .500 INCH RADIUS .............
P.Is=37*50 MODEL LENGTH u 32.638
TWE P-ItF - RHO-INF T I-INF U-INF M-INF Q-INF RE/FT PO TO HMu 00- BTU/ ST-0 PCP
PSEC PSA LM/FT UEG R_. FT/SEC .. PSIA...o-6 PSIADEG.R .8TU/LBM _ T2-SEC---. --. PSIA-
72 o.004850 1.7!E-44 71.3 6648 15.80 .847 *646 5024 3253 9*003E 02 49.32 .0544 1.570..............
75 .0n4745 1.65E-n4 7q.2 6An7 15.75 .824 .5Fl 4925 31Q7 9.439E 02 51.72 .0569 1.527
---78 .004568 ... .51E-04 . 79.2., 6979 15.73 . 791 . .,) 9 4836 ..3555 9.922E 02 . 54.56 . .0604 -1.468-----------------------
80 .004330 1.3NE-14 83.4 7173 15.76 .753 .455 4774 3737 1.048E 03 56.89 .0639 1.397
__Q0 .039_1 __.1 3E- .. 5. _307.. L5, ___.52 . 365 .369 3869-1087E 03---55.37------.0701--1-.-11
120 *002754 7.83E-n5 9?.2 7587 15.85 .484 *250 3434 4154 1172E 03 51.80 .0843 .899
...... ------- PRESSURE.DATA ------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------
PRESSURE DATA (PSIA)
TIVE P4 P6 PR P14 P20 - -- -
72 .E6 6 .O 73 .0196 .616 9  .0141
75 .2018 .0952 .0194 .,166 .0136 -- .. ..--.. . . .. . .. . . . .. --------------------------- - - - ----------------- ------- --.----- ---------------
78 .1943 .0930 .n0191 .0165 .0137
eo _1F66 .090'3_.0184 .01E0 .0134__
90 .1674 .0930 .0167 .0141 .0116
120 .12 .4 .,0695 . .012 .0106 .0087 .... - - - --------------------- ---- --------
PRESSURE DATA (PRESSURE / PO ) .. .........................
TIME P4 P6 P8 P14 P20
72 .1316 .0620 .012b .0108 .0089
. 75 ...., 3 22 ....... 0624 .0121 . .U10
9
... 00A9 ------------ - -- ........ ------------
78 .1323 .0633 .0130 *0112 .0093
0 .1336 .0647 .0132 *..4115 .0096.................... .......... ..........................................................................
90 .1382 .0686 .013d o0116 .0096
120 ,1427 .0772 .014 _ 8 _.,_S6__
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - ... ... . .. ..-- --- ---- --- - ----- --.--- 
-.-.-- ---.--.-- -- -.-- - - --- ------ ---.-- -- -- ----- -- -- --- -- -- --- ---- - .- 
--- -
.. . .... .. ... ... ... . . . . . . . .
-..-------------------------- 1 9 .... .. .......
19
RUN 4652 .
AEDC (AR , INC.) AMNCL; AFS, TrNt. 37389JON KAHfAf, GAS C'AA ICS FACILIT Y  ...- .
-YPLRVELOCIIY WINU TU)NNEL F




lTIE 1 02 0) 05 08 09 Gin ull 012 013 014 __015
72 57.e773 20.275 ll.oA7 4.77P .5721 .4587 .4044 .1874 .1716 .3756 .4575 .2701
75 62.1331 21.0743 1.b4Q Q 5.4305 .6r70 .4913 .4165 .1991 .1733 . .3086 .419 .2605
78 A5.2174 21.3'?2 13.'cH 5.6?00 .6438 .5293 .4c01 .2125 *1915 .2834 .4111 .2745
.. PO05.5151 20.9230 13.7448 5.029 .6770 .5575 .46q 3  .2372 .1I49 .2714 .3987 .2889
0O 62.55C 1Q.337 13.0172 5.3153 .6798 .5592 .441- .d439 .1772 .1919 .2264 .2925
120 97.2346 13.9'E1 11.546 __4 .445_ *216__ ,501 .662 .. 26e 6..- .1600--- 2009--.2108- -.2383
-T1E 01, 017 u_ 019 20 0?1 72 U 1 024 026 029 030 . ......
72 .9716 1.0 37 33.8?44 3*1127 1.2439 1.5-41 .7791 .857A .9764 .A047 .3305 .4344
. .75 . 55 . 1226 3r.D309 2*9314 1.3465 1.5233 _ .7979 .9671 1*1182 *R760 .3155 .346--
78 .7q12 1.1513 29 717 3.n062 1.601n 1.5475 .9645 1.1464 1.27114 .0335 .3092 .3954
80 ,7737 
_.177 ,61_3505 . 53 1.725 1.0978 .1.3107 ... 3133- .987 -- 3145 .. 3584
90 .511i . 11 2.7774 3*0391 1.7441 1.89 1.3245 1.4922 1.2734 *Q730 .2654 .2748
120 -. 534e .... 7618. 22.5P?0 .3.093R ].9475 ..2.2A13 .1.5760 1.3985 1.0618 *5709 -.2327 .2335
TI0E 031 032 u31 034 (35 036 037 038 039 040 041 042 043...................
72 .5129 .9396 - .710 .4093 .3551 .2 Q067 .0542 .2951 .2022 .936b8 1.7262 .6263 .5812
75 ,-75 S6L_..13- .4161 .4059 . .3310... 0672 .... 2822 ... 1851 .. .8629 .-. T7052 .5887- .. 5707.
78 .5511 ,89.4 b.2l1 .4932 .4338 .3768 .0775 .3n22 .1801 *A411 1.7351 .6057 .5960
80 5 839 9 . *~145 .4608 .38q3 .0836 .?984 .1792 .R027 1.7522 .6319 .6057
90 5094 .6423 .d5o8 .4 64 04 .3A40 .0Q947 .26A? .1541 .5792 1.5139 .*5226 .5421120 .4126 .5 1 d" 07 .4615 . 135 .3776 .1122 .2164 .1243 .2981 1.3053 .4536 .4168
SE TI E 4 045 (A 47 _ 04 049 050 091 u52U 0c3 054 0_ 55 ... 056
72 1004 *4310 *3098 5.,859 1.6078 1.1961 1*3085 1.1724 2.8189 2-3112 1.2285 .6165 .3058
75 47 ... 4133 ,£92 5.837_ 1.7262 1.3738 1.4068 1.2159 2.9202 2.4688 1.3033 .6931 .3243 ... ....
78 .4681 .4119 .2776 6*2188 1.468 1.4405 1.4350 1.2897 3.0216 2.554A 1.3674 .7366 .3492
S P0 . 4 o .4086 .27)6 6-3302 1.3995 1.4848 1.4678 1.3270 2.9929 2.5901 1.4052 .7737 .36b9
90 .4162 .3680 *,367 5.7582 1.2990 1.3746 1.3091 1.4145 2-7078 2.5959 1.3225 .7463 .3851
1220 98_264_ *£ __ 55 _.72 . -120 1.2611 - 1.2949 - 2.1125.--2.10o61-- 1o4929 ----.....628 --. 3bZ6-
T1-E 07
72 .6"10






AEDC (A1O, INC.) AHNCLr AFS, TENN. 37389
VON ARWAN GAS DYNA4ICS FACILITY- - -.-
___ 
YPEkVELOCIIY ltDU TUNNEL F




-EaT TPANSFER CATA (0 / 00)
Tl E r1 _ _ ;__ ... .. . ... .
012 013 ... O . 015
72 1.1695 .4111 .24'2 .02 8 .0116 .o00o3 .00A: *0038 o.035 .0076 
,0093 .0055
76 1.2014 .4,75 445 . 1050 .0117 .0095 .00~1 *u038 .0033 .0060 .0081 
.0050 ..
78 1.1.53 .3Q04 .d464 o1030 .011 .0097 *onf3 *o039 .0033 .0052 .0075 
.0050
80 1.151 .3678 . 2416 ... 1020 .... 0119 . .. .0098 .00? .0042 .nr32 
.0048 .0070 .0051
q 1.1200 .3493 *24s9 *n960 .0123 .0101 .009n .0044 .0032 *0o35 
.0041 .0053
?.10 5., .._..?_,.7Ci.. ,11 . cr'6 0 .0120 ... 0097 ..... 009n _52 -. n3 .-.
0.. 039. ,o'04 .O046---
TIE 06 017 WQ 019. 020 021 022 W73 . 024 0?6 029 
030 ...------
72 .0197 .0?20 .30 8 *035 .0252 .0310 .0158 .0174 U0198 013 * .0067 .0088
75 *0160 .0217 .b5Q3 0o5 67 .,020 . .0795 .0154 .01P7 *0216 *0169 .0061 .00 4 
--
78 .0145 .0 11 . .A0 .0561 .026 *0?744 .0177 .0210 0233 0171 0057 0016
eG .,. 0136 __,0?06  .. 21 __0571 ... 0296 ...... 099-- ... 0193.- .0230 -- *0231- .0174- .0055 --0063-
aO .Or92 .0163 .,108 l;49 .n315 .0327 .0239 .0270 .0230 .0158 00n48 0u50
1... 20 .. :103 .... 0147 . % ,360 .,597 . .0376 - 0425 . 0304 .0270 
. .0205 o110 .0045 *00'5 .- _ ------
TI wE 031 032 U? 034 035 I 6 037 03 . 039 040 041 042 043 
. ........
72 .0104 .019] .,ul45 - .0083 .0072 .0n60 .0011 .006M .0041 .0190 .0350 .0127 
.0118
75 __ 0102 .0173 .0142 .... 0080 ... .0078-... 0n64 -. 0013 . 0 O ... -- 0036--- .0167 .0330---.0114----.0110
S 7d .0101 .0164 .01o47 .onqo .0079 .0o69 .0014 .nos- .0033 .0154 
.0318 .0111 .0109
.0 100 ._ 01 2 .u1 
3  
.. nn9 o .00 1 . . on6S .0015 - .005?. .0031 .01 1 
.0308 .0 111 .0106 -- .. ................
90 .042 .0116 .11
9  
oe 088 00A7 ,0n69 .0017 .0047 002R ,0105 .0273 .0094 .0098
120 ..  0080 _ .0112 .j164 . 0089 - .0091 .nn73 .0022 .0042-- .0024 -.
0058 .0252 - .0088 . .0080 -- ........
TIwE G4 4 0Q47 04P _ 049 ____ 050 __ 51 ._ 052 _ 53 (. 054 055 . 056
72 . 0097 .085 .0nA2 .1133 .0326 .0234 .0264 .0238 k)572 .0469 .0249 
.0125 .0062
75 .0n8q . ,00O0 ,uOS6 ,1138. . .0334 ..0?66. .0272 .0235 - .0565 
n.4. 7 71 . -0292 .0134 .0063 ......................
78 .OtH 5 .00 .u0 1 .1140 0274 .0?61. .02b3 .0236 .0554 .0468 
.0251 ,0135 .0064
80 .0081 . 0072 .0048 . 1113 .0246 .0261 .0258 .0233 u0526 
.0455 .0247 .0136 .0064 ..
o .0075 o0066 .0043 .1040 .0235 .0248 .0236 .0255 .0489 .0469 
.0239 .0135 .0070
-0 0 07 1- 0 _._, OJRlaL_- 02 ..... .21 .0244..... 020524_- - U408-- o 407-- .021 












AEGC (CA4O, INC.) ANKCLL AFS, TF,.,. 173H9
VON KAkMA~ GAb CY AICS FACILITY -
4YPEVELnCITY .INU iu'NNFL F
NASA OcNIER/TANK MEATI*. TEST VA291-'21FA JANUARY 1;74 POJECT ErJGINEEP D.~P. AfRMAN
RUN 4653
.--...- TEST CCNCITIONS
ALP"A 0 -0, ST-o RASED ON .500 INC RAP.US
P Is= 3 7 *50 MODEL LENGTH = 32.638
TTOE P-;IF RiO-INF 1-INF U-TKF M-INF Q-INF RE/FT PO TO MU 00- BTU/ ST-0 PCP
,SEC PSIA LRM/FT ... U R._yT/ISEC . PSIA_.-1I0-6. PSIA DEG R _ Tu/LBM ..FT2-SEC .. .. - SIA
In4 .002090 8.26E-n5 66.1 6577 16.?3 .3B5 .320 2730 3214 8-b03E 02 32.2R *0796 .714 .......
110 .O01q2 7.41E--5 67.7 6A75 1i.27 .356 .284 259S 33i1 9.U65E 02 32.24 .084 ,660
120 .001i916... 7.05E-n5 .71.0 6745 1.05. *3.46 2.... el1 2396 3366 .9.260E 0Z 32.6A .0868 ...-.641 ............
125 *001882 6.7eE-P5 7.7 6797 15.99 .337 *246 2308 3414 9.405E 02 33.32 .0899 .624
128 .001799 6.17E-'5 7.2 69. 55. 15.99 .. 322 . 219. .... 2253 .3559._9.847E OZ .. ..-3-4..45 .... 094. -. 597
. . . . . .. . .PRESSURE DATA
P;sr5SSUPE 0ATA (PSIA)
TIwE P_ P6 P ' P14 P20
1*? . .1075 _. .0 35 .0 109 .. 087 . .007 1 . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . . . . . . . . . .
110 .0971 .*488 .0102 *UoR083  .0067
120 .09q 9o .04e4. .0099 . 0079 .._-0063 ------..................................-...- -................
125 ,0994 *0499 .0096 .0076 .00ei
-_ __Q*A j 4 _ *0093__,0014 .....0059._ _ - -- -
PRESSUoE DATA (PRESSURE / POP)
I II E P 4 P 6 P 8 P 1 4 P 2 0- - ----.. .. .. .. . . . .-.. .. . ... . .
- 14" *1506 .0750 .0153 *0122 .00 9
.10 . 1 72__ ..,074. __ .0154_ , 125 .0102 .. . ..
120 .1545 n0756 .0154 .0123 .0098
125 . Sq2 .000 ..0153... .0122 .. 0097 .................. ...... ..............................................................
128 .1616 .0829 .015b *0124 .0099
- -- -- - --
. ... .. ... .... . . . . .
2- RUN 4653
RUN 46S3
AEjC AC .;' A~NCLC AFS, TEJ. F 17389
v ., A ' 5AN 4 CYAMICS FACILITY ...
. - -ypE V L(re CI T Y wINO' TUNNFti. F
NASA CPBITEQ/TK -EATI.. -'T 4A2121FA JANIAPY 1974 




IEAT-T ANSFEk FATE (BTU/FT2-SFC)
TIME Cl 1-2 1 Q5 _ QA 09 010 . . __ _ 012 0Q13 _ _014 _ 015 -
0436 13 9.2253 7.4766 2.7681 .4116 .3325 .1711 .1707 .1192 .1096 .1646 .13b5
110 16.7s85 9.0t06 7.6A7 ?7On5 .4111 3241 173 .1757 .1225 .l09e 
.1596 .1319
120 38.0'68 9.093i 7.dO94 2.7611 *417 :3312 173? .182 .1245 .09e0 .1536 .1251
125 390735 9.198 9 7.*l?6 2 .P 54 .4229 .3432 . 1760 .1932 
.1283 .0973 .1599 . .1266 ------.----------
128 40.3122 8.9947 8.2147 ?.9287 .4341 .3569 .1827 
.2075 .1340 .0999 .1688 .1309
TPE- I- Q 17 . . 019 '- 020 021 022 023 024 026 
029 03o
I o4 . 37 4 .5718 17.3408 2-1306 1.3235 . 1.4042. .0911 .88495 *6908 .3025 
.1403 .0854-----------------
110 *.3 b . 55 16.0 * 21"03 1.4?A 1.463 1 0933 .A6?r 6638 .3666 
.139 003
10 .3923 ..(3 
3 
.6 5 15., C6 --. 238( 1.4252 .. 1.4605 1.0596 
.8553 .6433 .. 3643 .153 .0.. 6 .. .
-- 125 .4(132 -. 2515.3616 2.29Q39 ).499 1.4662 1.n996 
.6664 .6731 .3f,54.14 .06
128 .1n91 
615
I lIME G07 232 13 ) '14 3 6 ... 037 
13 39 4 0 041 Q 2 043 -----------------
--.. 106 . 4 -. 3E09 .6004 .?997 .2808 .1775 
.0366 .142o0 .0767 .1969 .8346 .3164 .2582
-110 .... 2757 ;3482 -- .5m(,)4 . 2966 .2837 . 1692 ..0413 .1403 
.0748 .I67 . .bO93 .3163 -. 2563 -----------------
120 .2fqt .317n ,$O .?941 .?8Q2 .1748 .0425 
.140) .0745 .1699 .7@09 .3088 .2524
12 .3- .s .. 25..-~.076o0- 
.1632-_--7902--- .30 70---.5
128 .2774 .33C8 777 .3032 .3066 .1797 
.0452 .148? .0786 .1636 .7959 .3103 .267
C T I -E ----- G.... Q 1 Q49 050 051 U52 0-3 Q54 055 Q6
0 , 4  15 .1711 .1542 2 9.8246 .9577 . 6166 - .7877 .7671 
1.41b3 139t9 .7263 .4395- .2437 ----------------
02.7o5 
1.3446 1.,;49 .7094 .4374 .2402
F-3 120 .2353 16 _01 _1 537- - 5680 . . 5,t24.. . 6108 _ 
_ 7989 .... . - - 6895- - .431- -. 24 1-
d 125 .2233 .
l16 .1616 2.483S .5498 .6256 7Q21 .8564 1.3752 1.3063 .6898 .4347 
.2466
------ 
8 _ . 277. 227. .1676. 16I8 __-2.5497 -5651 ... 647a 
.8137 .895S 13926 13383 .7063 . 4511 -
.2550 -
7 Tw E G 5 7.. . .. . ... . . . .. ... . . . .
1.34: -. 4681
120 .4215




AErC I * NC. AONC I.F r S 173li9
vTUN , HF'A N GAb CYhAMICS FACILIT
Y
-YPERVELOCITY wlhO TUNN FL F
N6SA OPd11ER/TAKK HEATING TEST VA291-21FA JANUAPY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER D.R. ~ABERMAN
-u 4u 53
HEAT-TRAKSFER DATA
EAT TZANSPE9 CATA (r / 00)
7IwE 1 ' 05 o 09_ 010 11 ... 012 .. 013 014 015
4 1.1400 .2E5R .2316 .0057 .0127 .0103 .0053 .0053 .00nn37 .0034 .0051 .0043
110 1.1400 .2, 10 .23 0 _ .040. .0127.. .0101 .0053 .0054 .. 00on38 - .0034 -.0050 - .0041 .
120 1.1650 .2720 e3Q0 .OP45 .0126 .0101 O.0n3 .0057 .0038 .0030 .0047 .0038
125 1.172te .2761 .e345 . .0o57 .0127 .0103 .0053 .0058 O0038 .0029 .0048 
.0038.--.---------
128 1.1700 ,2611 .23o0 0A50 .0126 .0104 .0053 .0060 .0039 .0029 .0049 .0038
--- T PYE--- - 17 1P ,419 020 021 022 023- u24 -- Q?026 029 030
IC .... .0120 .... 0177 - .b372 . *0660 .... 0410 .0435 .0338 .0779 *0214 .nlls8 . .0043 . .0026 - ----
110 .0118 .0175 *49P1 .0670 .04'7 .0449 .0339 .026A - *0206 *0114 .0043 
.0025
120 ....*0120 .. 01e2 .4678 *n685 _. *0436 .. .0447---- .0324 .026? .- 0197 --.0112 ---.0042 
--. 0022 .------------
125 .0121 .ole0188 .iO610 06808 040 .0440 .0330 .0260 *u202 .0110 .0043 .0020
_128-.011i- 012- *.... ,45 .-. e0695 . .C60 ..--..0439--- .0324- - .026n- .- L-205----0110 ----004 ---- 0019
TI7E 031 U32 w33 034 039 016 037 038 W39 ... 040 . 041 ... 042 ... 043. ------------
104 .008e .011A .01o6 o0093 .007 .055 .0011 .0044 .0024 .A61 .0259 .o090 .0080
110 - 0..0 5 .010CR .UI O0 .0092 .03j -.. 0 52 .0013 .0044 .0023 ... 0058 - .0251 .0098 .0079 -----.....
120 .OC82 .0057 .%17
2  
*0090 .0048 .0054 .0013 .0043 .0023 .0052 .0239 .0095 0077
l?5 .08L .00
9 6.... .0170_ .,009.._ .0089- .0052- ...0013 _ 0043 -.002 .---0049--- 0237---0092 ---. 0078
128 .0081 .0.S6 *168 .o00oe .0089 0n52 .0013 ,0043 .0023 .o047 .0231 .0090 
.0078
-"1 E 0 44 0. u A 047 048 049 050 051 052 053 O54 055 056
1 .... 0d1 ... 0c53 .0048 ..0875 .0173 .-.0191 .0244 .023R -. 0439 .0433 .0225 .0136 - 0076
110 .0077 .0051 .0047 .040 .0170 .0189 .0244 .0245 .0417 .0421 .0220 
o0136 .0074
120. __ 7 _ ...00.9 *, 047_._ 785 .016 . .01.8T _ 02 5 - 0253 .__*.0413--- 0400-- -- 21t--- .el32-- 0074
125 .0070 .0049 .004
9  
.0745 .0165 .0188 .0238 .0257 .0413 .0392 .0207 .0130 .0074
18 .oq069 . .0049 .0049 . .0740 .0164 - 0188 - .0236 .0260 .0404 0388 - .0205 - .0131 ----007
i7IE -057------ --- --- -------------------- --- -- -- -- --. 
----
10Z4 .0145
i 11_ .~_ _ 1 3 7 c U-
120 .0129
. 125 -.. ,0119 . ..... 
. .
128 .0120
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
. ... 
..... . ...-.-.-- 
- -- --- -- --- .-- -- -----
... .. ..... -- - 24
RUN 4653
AEDC (ARO0 INC.) AHNCLr AFS, TENN. 37389 
. . ... ....
.. . ..... .. .. . ON KAHMAN GAS yKy AMICS FACILITY_ 
_
HYPERVELOCIIY WINO ITUNNEL F




- .... . ALPHA = 0 TES CONCITION . .-.. . .- -. . .. . . .. .
PHIs=37 5,0 ...- 0, ST-0.BASED ON .500 INCH RADIUS - ----------
MODEL LENGTH z 32.638
..SE P-IF RHO-IN T-INF U-INF M-INF Q-INF Rt/FT PO TO H 60- BTU/ ST-0 POP ------- ------------------
1SEC PSJA LRM/FT) LEG R FT/SEC - -SIA----- Oo6--..PTU/ ST-0_... .. EC 1.SIA. .& . . ... PSIA EG-R--TU/LBM F 2mSEC_ ....
_-_PSIA
100 .00174e- .6.09E-S 74.9 8556 19.83 .481 .259 10525 SO6 .481E 03 70.16 0999 896-0 2 - - - - - - - 6 - -.8 1 0 37 . 6. 9 9 - e 9 6110 .001770 5.5PE-f5 8?.8 8,360 19.54 .473 233 10108 5407 1.b88E 03 75.96 .1055 .8811 0 . 3 - 5 8 8 9 0 6 1 9 .3 8 - - 4 5 9- -- . 2 0 5 .- 9 3 1 - 5 6 9 7 -1 6 7 8 E 0 3 8 0 .l 0 -1 1 s -- --- --- -- -- - --5 5-130 .00167i 4.51E-15 97.2 9466 19.26 439 .205 931 5697..1.678E 03 80o10 .1110 855160 *001573 3. 96E85 
0 1 86193 -4 1,89E 3 8578 .1197 812
I L _ V 
-- 7 6 L _ .B f 2.. - 6L___ -: I t M. 9 _ _ . _ -__ 
. l z a4.___ *2 ,?-
----R-----S--UDE aTA--PREPSIA)SSURE DATA
T aTA (PSIA) - -
- --14 ---- -- 
--
P6-- PB P14 P2
100 .11 4 __.0477 . 014 . * l9_9 .0078110 .1160 .0475 .0140 °u105 .0076
.. ....1 2 0 _ .1 0 P 9 _ _ .0 4 6 0 _ _ .. 0 1 3 . 0 1 0 3 .0 0 7 5130 .10lI .0446 .0130 .0096 .0069J- _-__ 
__ 00__ ,QI119 .. . 0 9 .006 _ 
-_.............
PRESSUoE CATA (PPESSURE / POP)
TIWE P4 P6 P8 P14 P20
100 .1300 .0533 .016, *u122 007 .
• -- l -31 7 L5 3 _ L 6L u  9 . o _".120 .1273 .053s .0160 :u120 .0088 
. . . .. .- 130 . 1295 ..0549 ... 016 ,- *0118- .0085160 .1302 .0560 *0160 .0119 .0085
------------------- -- ----------------- -- 
-  








- -- -- - --
25
AEOC CAPO, INC.) ANNCLC AFS, TENN- 37389
..... .  . .. . VON KAHMAN GAS CYNAMICS FACILITY ... . . .. . .. .
HYPERVELnCIly WINO TUNNEL F




TIPE 08 .. (19 0l O l 012 013 ... Q15.
100 1.1799 .9670 .7854 .6774 .5963 .5609 .6752
110 . 1.2534 1.0494 .8695 ,7520 .966 .. 6457 ..7140--------------------
120 1.3n5s 1.0197 .8731 *7966 .7568 .7153 .7235
130 . 1.46R. 1.1886 .9808 .8761 .8080 .7977 - -.7634- -----------------
160 1.3916 1.1344 .9481 .8705 .8068 .8430 .7741
TT E - 6 _7 1 . 19 020 021 022 073 u24 025 026 029
.100 .. 0
7
84 ._.2.0766 .24.9pq .5.6A26 .- 4.2795 -3.3675 .2_.4414 ).8669 1.4363 .1*503 -. 8482 - .8000--------------------
110 1.1397 2.2541 24.3074 5.Q 49 4.5471 3.5532 7.5599 1.Hqq8990 1.4053 1.7p961 .8816 *8728
.120 1.1214 2.3375 24.1099 .6.]424 4.5753 3.R69 2.6551 1.90nn. 1*3937- 1.2495 . 8598 -.9659 ------------------
130 1.1409 2.4088 23.26a8 6. 186 4.9342 3.4569 P.6294 1.9410 1.4298 1.2689 .8460 1.0348
160 _1.048_ 2.2077 211744_4 .__ 5*lL-4*3996 .3.3812 2...4120... 1.7641... 1.3568.... 11674 ..-..7171-- --1.113
TIwE Q30 U31 u37 0133 034 035 036 037 u38 039 040 041 ... 042......................
100 .b162 .5682 .8337 1.3789 .8559 .8232 .8349 .3854 .5050 .3546 .5602 2.1956 1.0348
110 ,6192 .6229.. 906 .. 4889. .9826 .977.. .9346 .,4402 .5992. .4096 .5626 -2,3396 -1.1541-----------------
. 120 :7110 ,6607 .t722 1.4975 1.0122 .9551 ,9673 .4597 .6016 .4446 .6111 2.4044 1.2317
1_30___o 7p49 ,7034 ... ,176_1.4q83___.0443 .1 1666 1.0098 .,5195 ....- 523 .. 4585 -.. 6320---2.5298--1.2985-
160 .8350 .7393 .8698 1.4177 1.0375 1.0212 1.0606 .5081 .6610 *4720 .6007 2.4304 1.2634
-TE ----- Q43 --- 044 .. . r46 047 049 050 051 - 052 053 054 055 056
100 .7c94 .5199 *,746 - .6489 4.1469 1.79q54 1.9176 2.52A 33731- .2.8062 9574 1.1997-.7787-----------------
110 .7P?4 .5278 *b048 *7167 4.1542 1.7944 1.9668 2.5555 3.2794 2.7020 2.0087 1.2534 .7955
1 20 c.l_ .5447 .424.7___-440. 3-q525 __1.7604 _2.0024- 2.6787 3.3156 .2.9084- 2.0706 -.-1.2736-------8466
130 *8277 5759 .7043 -131 3.6498 1.7911 2*0658 2.7876 3.3369 2.8225 2.0792 1*2959 .8463
--- }60 .8 456 - .5943. .520 -. 8785 3.4831 .._16146 .2.0023 2.6025 3.2223 2*6868 2.0421 1.2822 .8487------------------
TIME - .7 05e .
100 .-77i 7 .4e77
____l ,26 9 Q.. . 10* ___ ... .. ..... .... - -- . .. '.- -__
120 .7667 .4742





AEDC (AI0, INC.) AH4NCLr AFS, TENN. 37389
VO'j.KARMAN.GAb.CYNAICS EACILITY -.------- ------- 
HYPERVELOCITY wINO TUNNEL F
------ N Sf REITER/TA -HE T , TEST ...... .VA291 21FA JANUARY 1974 -PROJECT ENGINEER 
D.R. MABERMAN . ... . .....
-- . . .. . . . --- ..... . .. RUN 4654
H EAToTRAP SFER DATA - . . . . . . ... ...-
HEAT TRANSFER CATA t(Q / 00) . .. -..... ... . .. . . .--- - ----
--- -------------------------------------------------
TWE 08_.__ 09 . 010 . ull __ 012 . . 013 .5. _-:
lEo .0168 .0138 .0112 .0097 .0085 .000 .0096
110 ... .0165 ... .0138 .0114 . 0099 .. .0092. .0085 - -. .0094 -- ---------
---- .0162 ,0135 .0100 .0099 .0094 .0089 .0090
130 .. 0164 .....0139 .0114 ...0102 ......0094 .0093.- -. 0089---------- 
-
160 .60 .0130 .0109 .0100 .0093 0097 .009
11 t 6 U 019 $20 02 022 023 24 o25 026 .29
100 .015 - 0296 -.. 3561- ... 0810 . 0610 -. 0480 .0348 .0266. -0205--.--0178 ---. -0121---- 
.* 0114 .. .. -
110 .0150 .0257 o3200 o0780 .0599 o0468 .0337 .0250 .0185 .0171 .0116 
.0115
120 .0140 . .0; 2 .Jnlo0 _._o0767 ... 0511 .0435 .. .0331 .0238 .0174 ._ .0156 .. .0107 
. 0121 ... .......
130 .0133 .0261 -2713 '0760 .0576 .0403 .o0307 .0226 u0167 .0148 .0099 .0121
_160 .0121__.0254 *_500 *.o066?.9---0506 - *0389 .. 0277.-. .0203 _00156...o0134_--.-0082--- --- 012
TI'E 030 u31 w3' 033 034 035 036 037 V 38 0 39 040 041 42 -- -- ----
100 ... 0088 .0061 o0119 .. onl97 .0122 .0I17 .0119 .005 .0072 .0051 .0080 .0313 .0147
110 .0091 o00P2 o.01'0. 00196 .0129 .0120 .0123 .0050 .0079 -. .0054 -- .0074 .0308 -- .0152 - ---------
120 ,0r.89 .002 .0109 ..187 .0126 .0119 .0121 .0057 ,0015 .0056 .0076 .0300 .0154
130 Oo9 l on _010 o..--,o0175 .0122 -. 0136 .0118 0061.- 0076 ---- 0053-- ...- 0076- -(0295-----.0151
160 .0096 o0ne5 .0100 .0163 .0119 .0117 .0122 .00oS .0076 00054 .0069 .0279 .0145
-IME ---- 3 - 044 045 " - 046 047 049 050 051 052 053 054 055 056
100 ...... 010 . .0074 .00P2 ... 0092 .0591 .0256 . 0273 .0360- .... 0481 ----.0400 .-. 0279 .- 0171 - --
0111 - ---------
S 110 .0103 .0069 .0po0 o0094 o0547 .0236 .0259 .0336 .0432 o0356 .0264 0165 .0105
__1290 0102_.,0068 0020- *0093--0493 ..- 0220 ..... 0250- . 0336. --...0416 .... 363---o0259- .0159 0106
130 .0098 .0067 o00P2 .0095 .0425 ,0204 o0241 .0325 .0389 0329 .0242 .0151 .0099
160 - ,091 .0068 .008
6  90101.. *0400-.... 0186 ...0230. -. .0299 .0370. -. 0309.. 00235 .. 0147 --. 0098 ----------
TIME s57 o e - ... ......... ....
100 .0110 .0070
1)0 P01 -ot -----
120 .0096 .0059
' - 3 0 . . 0 0 9 1 .. .0 05 4 
-.. 
..... . .
.. . . . .
... .. .
---....




AEOC IAR0. INC.) AHNCLU AFS, TENN. 37389
__ _ - __ ON .9PJAN_GAS CYfAmICS FACLITI 
-........
HYPERVELOCITY WIN0 TUNNEL F
SA-RITE/TkK'EATI 'TEST . VA291-2FA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER O.R. KABERMAN
RUN 4-55
TEST CCNCITIONS
--- --- - - - - - -- 0. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . Q-09 ST.-0 BASED ON .- 500 INCH-RADIUS. ......................
PIS= 0 MODEL LENGT = 32638
-..TTw - P-IF -- RHO-INF f-INF U-INF M-INF 0--INF RE/FT PO TO H 00O- BTU/ ST-0 POP 32...
5sEC PSIA L4M/F UEc R FT/SEC PSIA O_210 __ PSIA. DE6R. BIu/L. 
_ -- E-T2-.£sC pSjA •
92 .000692 1.97E-5 91.7 9218 19.30 .181 .079 4150 5905 1720E 03 51,STA .1797 .337
96 *000663 1.94E-n5 .8Q.2 9111 19.35 .174 .077 3985 5780 1*680E 03 49.36 .1805 .3241-8 .000663 1.93E-5 897 
_905 ...19.17 ... 170. . _074 .3721. .5715...1.658E .03-... 48.13 -. 1807 -. 318 ----------------------120 .000619 1.79E- 5 9o.4 9093 19.18 .159 .070 3525 5766 1.674E 03 47.06 .1880 .297128 1000599 1-.69E-5 ~ 14 19 n8 *5 3323 12 7 1tj.692. 0a A.6.A .14 4 8S
------------------------------- ----------.----
_-----------------  - -.. . ...... _ . . ... - ---- --- ----- -PRESSURE 
DATA
PRESSUE CAT IPSIA --------- ------------------------* - - - - - - - - - -
-P-T1---'P . .. P1 P13 P14 PS1 P16 P17 Pl P!9 P20 P2192 ....0614 .,0 9 ... 007_ .006S .... 0062 .0075 ...0094 ....0105 __ .0116 ...*0151 - *0602 ---.0105 -0111 .- 0088 ------------------------96 .0600 *0244 .007b *0063 .0061 .0073 .0091 .0102 .0113 .0148 *0575 .0104 0107 .0083108 .. n78___ .0735 .n0071l .0060 ,0057.... .0068 . 0 Oa6 .0097.- .0109.. *0144 .. 0554 ....0100---. O O 1O1 - .0080......................
120 .)C2 .0216 .006b .0055 *0052 .0061 0078 .0092 .0102 .0136 .0496 .0090 .0092 .0073
128 9.04 _ 0000 .QO6 L .0052_* .0048.. .0_D! 05 AI .fltB6 aA98..fl 13 .04s6- -. 0067
TIjE P22 P?6 PISA Pl6A PI7A PI
92 Oj7 - ---- 06 '.15_ ug-'-.-. I .4 --- ---------------.-- ---------------------- -----------92 * 0)7 .0066 *0135 .ul28 .01R9 .3740
- 9- 6 . 0092 *.0062 __.o012 -0123 .0183 .. 3564.............
10od .0078 .0057 *0113 .0118 .0177 .3371
la2 .006 .oo009 .009t ,u107 .0157 .2854
-'-PRESSUD OTA "(PRESSURE /0 POP) 
---------------------------- ---- --- ---
--wE- P6 P8 Plo P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 PIE - P19 P20 P21
92 4 41-- _ .. 225 .b_0192 -. 0184 .0223 .0279 .0312.&..0344&-.0448 .178 .0313--0331 ....02606 ,1q3 .07514 .0228 .u196 .01R7 .0224 .0282 .0315 .034A '.0458 .1774 .0323 .0332 .02581 .... 1818 .0739 .0222 .0190 ,0180 . .0213 ._,0271 .0307 .0344 .0452 -1745S .0314 -.0319 .0253--- -----------------120 ,1791 .0728 .021 .01A7 .0175 .0205 .0264 .0309 .0345 .0459 .1670 .0304 .0310 .0245
...... 128 .172?d_ .0702 ...0213.. ulR3 .0170 .0197 .0255 .0302 .0343 ..0461 .1601 .0295 .0296 -.0237 --------------------
TIE P22 P26 PISA PI6A P17A .. PI ..
92 .!258 .0196 *040d .u302 .0560 1.1115
96 *.0255 .0193 -_ .039> .U380 . .0565 1.1006..
108 .0244 .0180 .035o *0.373 .0556 1.0613
12- 0 ... 0240 *0174 .0349 *-u380 .0563 1.05" 1.....
128 .0236 -0172 -0346 u*0377 -0552 1.0032
AEDC (ARo INC.) AHNCLC AF5, TENN. 37389
V.. IJN AMAN- GAS OYhAMICS FACILITY.. -- - --- . . ..
- HYPERVELOCITY tlN0 TUNNEL F
....... O lE/TAK-E N' TING TES .---- VA291-21iFA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT ENGINEER OoR. HABERMAN
-- - ... .. ----. RUN 4655
.EA1-TRANSFER DATA. 
- ---
I.EAT-TRANSFER AATE (ETU/FT2-SEC) - --------
TIWE 011 . 012 13 015 016 0 17
S 2 ---Q37 .8208 .6811 .5778 .b567 .6292 .6377 .6085
q6 P7 .7693- .6355 .5425 ... 6219 .5853 .5935 .5711
108 .~749 .7469 .6278 .5345 o.6011 o5697 *5790 .5556
--54 12 5 0 .7429.. - 6149 - .5341 - .6055 - .5631-- .5705 -. 5 448-- --------
S128 .245 .7142 5874 .5071 .5585 .5303 .5390 .5235
-.-TPt- U19 UJ20 0 02? Q23 024 025 033 - 3 035 636 037 038
92 .5195 .5160 .4690 .448. -. 4072 .... .3788 --.. 3208 -. ,6218- ..... 6598 - 6979 -.
6255--. -3690- -. 667 ----
S .. 96 4 9 ... 650 4411 .3993 -3731 3399 .2848 .5658 6463 .6648 .6170 .3381 .6277
10 . .4790 _.4 72- .- 1o ...... 3912- . 3560 ..--.3138 .-. 02710 .565 - . 6223 -.
6701 - .6271 *- 3452 --- -.63 ---43 --
S 120 .4790 .4438 .4077 *3876 ,3594 .3175 .2845 .5487 .6032 
.6506 .6333 3344 .6264
-8 
.- 7i_ 4-79.-°3040--J-266.6 9 4-352741 
--- -- 6 6. 
? 05 - - - 5 5 5 - --
- 32 63-- -- 5 84 3
T I~E 039 040 041 1042 051 052 053 .- 054- . 055... 056 . . 057 058---------------------------------
) 92 5P12 o5P04 .5578 .5682 .422e .4368 .4164 .43AS o3542 .3260 ,3626 .4573
S96 S5- ,5390 .5327 .5327 . 3669 .... 3850 - .3751 - 39 9 . 3?58 .-2947 -. 3159 - .4442 -------------------------------
S.108 .558 .5514 .t268 .5391 .3728 .3921 .3765 o3940 93428 .3065 .3827 
.4611










------- - . --------------
~~~~- ---------------------- -- -- 
-- ---------- 
--- --- --------
- - -------------------------- 
------------ -- --- -- -- 
--- -- ---- 
------------
-------------------------
29 RU.. 4655 .
AEDC (ARO, INC.) AWNCLC AFS. TENN- 37389
.. .. . . . .. VON (A _MAN GAS.CY AMICS FACILITY .......... ... . . . . ..
HYPERVELOCITY wIND TUNNEL F
....... ASA0RI1ER/TAAX HEATING, TEST V4291-21FA JANUARY 1974 PHOJECT ENGINEER 0.R. hABERMAN
RUN 4A55
----- HEAT-THAhNSFER DATA
NEAT TRANSFER CATA (0 / 00)
-- - - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
TIE OF 09 -- l 011 . 012 . 013 _-15 ... 16.017 .
' q2 .0181 .019 ,0132 .011P .0127 .0122 .0123 Oll.011d
--96 .*0180 .... 0156. . 0129 .0110 .0126 - .0119--. .0120 -. 0116 -..................
10b oe182 .0155i .0130 .0111 .0125 .o011l .0120 .0115120 ...o181 ... se. .0131 .. 0113 .. .0129 . -. 0120. -- .0121 .- .0116--------
S 128 .n177 .0153 .0126 .0109 .0120 .0114 .0115 .0112
iA sl9 . 20 .. - 22 023 P4 025 033 U34 035 036 037 038
.2 ,0104- .01C0 . 0091. .*0087 .0079 .-.. 0073 ...... 0062 .0120 . 0127 -- *0135 ..... 0121 -.. 0071 - 0129 -------------------6 . .0099 ... 09-4 *009 .0081 .0076 *0069 .0058 .0115 .0131 *0135 .0125 .0068 *0127
108 .0100 .0095" - 0- - 5 .. 0081 . ,0074 . 0065 *.0056 .0114 . .0129 . *0139 . 0130 - .0072-..... 0132 ................-
S 120 .0102 .0094 *00A7 *0082 .0076 .0067 *0060 .0117 *0128 .0138 *0135 .0071 .0133
128 .0098 .0092 0..0 9 079*.. 07. *065 .005Z-.0113-*0130__ .0133-- .....012L----00?7----.O4Z5.
TIE QG 9 040 -41 042 051 052 053 054 . 055 056 .. 057 a -058 ... .. . . . . . . .-
92 .0112 .0112 .01n8 .0110 *0082 .0n84 .0080 .OOq5 .0068 .0063 .0070 .0088
96 .0112 .0113 *018-..010.... 0074 0078 ... 0076. .000 . . 0066 .0060... .0064.... .0090 ----------------- 
-- 
1 8 0116 ,0115 ,0109 *0112 ,0077 .0081 .0078 .002 .0071 .0064 .0080 .0096
120 '0117 ,0116 ,QIJj . ol0 .0079 0-D4--- -. 709- - 0a2- D.l A- .6 .----.0076_.006S 128 .0111 .0110 .01w8 .0108 .0076 .0081 .0080 .0084 .0073 .0069 .0081 .0094
. ..- - - - - - ---- - - . .30. . - --
AEDC (ARO9 INC.) ARNCLP AFS. TENN. 37389
VON KARMAN GAS CYNhAMICS FACILITY -- - -'
______HYPERVELOCITY WINO TUNNEL F
.- SA nRbIlER/TAMK HEATINGc, TEST VA291-21FA JANUARY 1974 PROJECT 
ENGINEER D.R* HARERMAN
---- . -- RUN 4656
. . . . . TEST CCNCITIONS
_____ALPHA = 0 NTIN 0-0* ST-0 BASED ON .500 INCH RAOIUS ...........
.. L. PHA S= 0 MODEL LENGTH = 32.638
PHI3. 0
.- IF.. RHOTNF T-INF U-INF "-INF Q-INF RE/FT PO TO HO 00- 
BTU/ ST-0 POP
PSEC PSLA LM_/FT UEG._R FT/SEC ...--- PSIA .- X10-6 - PSIA -DEG R.- iTU/LBM EI2-sEC--. 
..--- PSIA-- -
76 .002666 9.74E-r5 71.5 6757 16.03 .479 359q 3229 3369 9,294E 02 38.66 
.0739 .889 . . . ..... ....
---- i-00263- 9.21E--'5. 74.7 6446 15.89 .465 320 3057 34c3 9* 45E 02 39.90 
.0771 .863
87 .002546 8.69E-r05 76.5 6913 15.85 .448 .306 2940 3516 9:734E 02 
40.08 .0795 .830 -------------
96 .002484 8.39E-A5 77.3 6899 15o74 .431 .2pp 2739 35n6 9697E 02 39.13 
.0809 .798
102 .002439 7,71E-l5 __ __ .... 257- 2618 3671 Io020E 03 - 0. 9 .0-66. 
.... 7 0
110 002352 7o03E--05 87o4 7222 15.50 o395 .226 2449 3812 loO63E 03 41.92 
.0889 .733
.- - - - - - -- - - -
- - - --- --
--- ---.. . .. . . . .. .. . .-- -
- .- -.- 
- - ----.- -- --. .. 
....- 
-.- --.- - --.- -- --. 
.I 
-- - ---.- --
.PRESSURE DATA
PRESSURE DATA (PSIA) 
------.
TIME P4 P6 P8 P10 P12 P13 P14 PI5 P16 P17 P19 P19 P20 
P21 ... . ......
76 - .1266 .0482 .. 0131 .0117 .0179 .0189 .0190 .0186 .01 4 .0212 .2671 .0248 
.0272 .0290
82 .12A5 0485 .0136 .. 0116 .0178 .0189 .01t9 . 0184 .0179 
.0209 .2593 .0249 .0267 .0281-------------------------
87 -,127 .0472 .0132 .0112 .0169 .0180 .0182 .0178 .0176 .0203 .2449 o0?39 .0257 
o271
96 .120 .0464 0130.oulO .0165 ,.o0177- _.017 .o0175-O0170 .--.0200- .2402----.0239 
-.- 0255 ---- 266
102 .1195 .0453 .0127 .0108 .0162 .0173 .0177 00173 .0167 .0198 .2319 .0228 .0245 .0257
110 .11 .0430 .0121 _uO102 .0149 .0lel .0165 .0161 ,0158 00189 --. 2040 . 0712 .0231 
.0239 -----------------------
TI7E P22 P26 P15A P16A P17A PI 
--
76 .0201 ... 0152 .. 0194 .0187 .0266 .8340
R2 -0.6 0149--.o 0 19 - 0178 .0267 .8330 - - ----- -----
87 .0188 ,013q .0191 o0177 .0259 .8028
......... 96 .01QI5 .0131 .*018d .0j172 .0262 .7782-
102 .01A2 o0127 .0184 -U167 .0256 .7629
... 110 . .0172 .o0120 - 182 . 163 .0248 .7303 
- ------------
PRESSUOE DATA (PRESSURE / POP) . ...
S TI E P4 P6 P8 Plo Pl? P13 P14 PI5 PI6 P17 PIg P19 
P20 P21----------
76 .1425 .0542 .015. .u131 .0201 .0212 .0214 .0209 .0207 .0238 .3006 .0279 .0306 .0326
P- 2 .14P9 .0562 .015d 0j135 .0207 .0219 .0219 .0213 JC207 .0242 .3005 .028O .0310 .0326 --------
87 .1514 .0568 .0160 .0135 .0204 .0217 .02O20 .0214 .0?1? .0245 .2949 .0287 .0310 .0326
" __96 .j15L .. 05L.0J..013 8  ..o0207 -. 0221 . 0225 ..--. 0219 - .0213.- .0250- .3008- -,0299- .0319 -. 0333-
102 .1541* .0586 .016t u139 .0209 .0224 .0229 .0224 .0216 .0257 .3002 .02?95 .0317 .0333
110 .1578 .0587 o0164 .u138 .0203 .0219 .0225 .0220 021; .0258 .2782 .0289 .0315 .0326
lI E P22 P26 PISA P16A P17A PI
76 .c226 .0171 .0219 0211 .03no00 .9385
__R2_ .0227 01
72
. .0224 - 0207. .0309 .9653--------
P7 .02276 .0167 -0230 -o213 -0312 .5668
96 *0232 .0165. .023 u2s15 .0328 .9746 
31
102 *023t .0164 *023Y .0216 o0331 .9876
S 110 .02?4 .0163 .0248 .0222 .0338 .9951
